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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In Ths Optic, It's So
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iHILLMAN

NATIONAL GUARD

FOUND

GUILTY

Seattle, Wash., March 11. Clarence
D. Hillman, the millionaire townsite
promoter, was found guilty of using
the mails to defraud by a jury in the
federal court late yesterday. The
Jury, which was out 24 hours, acquit
ted him on the first five indictments,
charging a misdemeanor, but convict
ed him on thirteen counts of the sixth
indictment charging a felony. The
maximum penalty for each of the
thirteen counts of which Hillman is
found guilty is five years' Imprison
ment and a $5,000 fine.

WILL

TRIAL OF DREAD

DISMISS

BISHOP

Lisbon, March 11. The govern
ment nas decided to dismiss the
Bishop of Oporto for urging the
priests of his diocese to read the for
bidden pastoral letter and encourag
ing tne people to revolt Several
priestB have been arrested for read
ing the letter to their congregations,
The letter, while setting forth that it
is the duty of Catholics to respect the
FORTY-ONITALIAN TERRORISTS
constituted authorities, even though STATE'S ATTORNEY OF ILLINOIS
MUST ANSWER FOR DOUBLE
SUMMONS HIM AS WITNESS
tney be hostile to Catholicism, adds
MURDER
that if a new law is unjust and con
IN BRIBERY TRIAL
trary to the law of God it is not bind
ing upon Catholics.
COURT
AT

SUBPOENA ISSUED

sentative Albert S. Burleson of Texas
Mr. Burleeon had expected that his
party regularity would land him the
chairmanship of the committee on
appropriations. He had been told by
GO
some of the leaders of hla party that
the recalcitrancy exhibited by Repre
sentative John J. Fitzgerald of New
THE GUNBOATS PRINCETON AND York
other NEW MEXICO TO BE REPRESENT
when, with twenty-twWITH
TOGETHER
ED IN PRESENT ARMY
YORKTON,
democrats, he Joined the stand-pa- t
In
CRUISERS GET ORDERS
Joe'
"Uncle
republicans
MANEUVERS
helping
Gannon organize the house of the
Slxty-flncongress, would prevent the
SAIL FOR MEXICAN PORTS
Brooklyn man from rising to that FULL PAY FOR THEIR RANK
VITERBO
SITS
LOST
,
DANKJEPOSIT SLIP
high office.
ALLEGED DYNAMITERS
THE
COAST
OF
WEST
AND
EA8T
YANKEE BEEF "EXCELLENT"
WITH ALL EXPENSES PAID BY
Lead, S. D., March 11. After
HISTORIC ITALIAN VILLAGE THE
DOCUMENTARY
BOUNDARY COMMISSION
Evr.
80UTHERN REPUBLIC WILL
London, March 11. Richard Bur TELL-TALsensational hearing yesterday Jus XSCENE
MEN WILL
GOVERNMENT,
OF HEARING OF NOTED
war
den
told
Haldame,
the
DENCE
Washington, March 11. President
secretary,
RELIED
Moore
ON
CONtice
TO
held
BE GUARDED
Ernest O'Grady and
RECEIVE INSTRUCTION
Taft has appointed former United
House of Commons that the Ameri
CRIMINAL CASE
Jack Butler for trial and fixed their
VICT JOHN BRODERICK
can beef furnished to the British
States Senator Cockrell of Missouri,
bond at $2,500 each. The men are
REINFORCEMENTS FOR MADERO as commissioner on the part of the LIEUT. HAYWARD FROM HERE
charged with an attempt last April MAY SOLVE OTHER CRIMES army was "excellent and wholesome
United States to retrace and definite
food." This was his deply to an at DISAPPEARED
THEISENATE
to blow up a Homestake cyanide mill
tack
ly determine the boundary line bemeat
American
three
upon
was
by
O'Grady
back
recently brought
GENERAL BLANCO HASTENS .TO tween Texas and New
MADE ON
RECOM from
Irish members, Dennis Kilbride, John
Mexico, as SELECTION
Chicago and Butler, who is a BELIEVED SLAYER OF LIEUTEN
WHILE TALKING IN DEFENSE OF
JOIN RECENTLY DEFEATED
in
resolution
a
MENDATION OF COLONEL
O'Connor and Rowland Hunt They
provided
adopted by
musician in the Fourth cavalry, was
WILL BE
ANT
PETROSINO
SLIP OF PAPER
REBEL LEADER
LORIMER,
the last congress. Texas also Is to
had suggested that diseased animals
arrested as the troops were leaving
M. M. PADGETT
FOUND OUT
WAS TAKEN FROM HIS HAND
were slaughtered and shipped from
appoint a commissioner to act With
for San Antonio, Tex.
The United Commissioner Cockrell.
, Washington, March 11
America.
At the expense of the war departStates Gunboat Princeton, now at
Viterbo, Italy, March 11. The trial
Sprlngfie'd, 111., March 11. State's
ment and rece..'ng full pay for their
Panama, has been ordered northward,
members of the Neapol
of forty-on- e
Attorney Burke today obtained a sub- BIPLANES
and will touch at Acapulcd and prob- CHARGED WITH
rank, officers of the New Mexico naitan Camorra, which has terrorized STRIKE IMMINENT
Iena duces tecum for United States
ably other Mexican ports, while the
tional guard will be sent to Texas
was begun hero
for
centuries,
Italy
Senator
Joseph W. Bailey of Texas,
Gunboat Yorktown will sail southto witness the operations of the
today. The jury was soon chosen and
OF GLENN
ward shortly from San Diego. Calif.,
summoning him as a witness In the
DOCTOR'S
DEATH United States army during the
ON RIO GRANDE case
Cavallero Binchi, president of the
also with orders to stop at several
maneuvers in the neighborhood of the
against State Senator John Brod-erlcof
the
the
court,
Mexican portB- These orders, in
opened
interrogation
Mexican border. Adjutant General
of Chicago, who is charged
The prisoners are charged
with those Issued a few days
INDING OF NOTE, LEAD TO THE A. S. Brookes, in command of the GOVERNMENT CLOSES RUSH CON. accused.
with
a bribe of $2,500, for
accepting
READY
TO
fellow
ENGINEERS
WALKOUT
with
assassination
the
of
and
Tacoma
to
the Gunboat
ago
TRACT FOR TWO FLYING
New Mexico national guard, has re
ARREST OF ALLEGED MURD.
his vote for William Lorlmer, for
members in the Camorra, Gennaro
DEMANDS ARE
Scout Cruiser Chester, will establish
UNLESS
MACHINES
ceived instructions from Washington
ERERS IN DENVER
Cuccolo and his wife, Maria CutinelU
a patrol of United States war vessels
United States senator.
GRANTED
to
decided
has
He
this
to
effect.
Cuoccolo, . popularly known as the
along both coasts of Mexico.
State Senator Holtslaw, who makes
from
officer
one
commissioned
Los Angeles, March 11. According beautiful Sorrentlna-- "
Denver, March 11. Dr. C. W. send
11. United States the charges, produced a deposit clip
March
Denver,
to
the
toFirst
each
of
Lieutenant
J.
regiment.
company
of
Cuoccolo
was a member
thi
C, Walker, who,
Blanco to Aid of Madero.
Wright and Leo Neujahr were arrest
Labor Charles for that amount on the State Bank
of
Several more men were allowed New gether with Lieutenants T, G. Ellison band, but fell out with Alfano and Commissioner
El Paso, Tex., March 11. A special ed late last
on
Nell arrived in Denver, last night. He of Chicago, in which bank he said he
the
of Mexico than would be filled by this and Paul W. Beck, has been receiving
night
charge
in
lapped his face
public. Through
dispatch from Cananea says the acmurdering Philip Schuch, Jr., by giv- apportionment and General Brookes Instruction at the military aviation revenge Cuoccolo was lured to Terrc will attempt to adjust the dispute deposited the money. This deposit
tivity there of General Jose de la
to at San Diego, the United States gov-- del Greco and there slain. Simultan between the Denver & Rio Grande slip was taken to Washington by the
Blanco has ceased as suddenly as It ing him arsenio In whiskey. Schuch, authorized Colonel M. M. Padgett
railroad and its engineers. The men
which was investigatcan select two of the officers of Company qernment has closed a contract with eously, with the finding of his body, demand a wage increase of nine per
began and it is generally believed he who was proprietor of a
Lorimer's
and the last
Glenn
'for
election,
H.
ing
to
two
Col.
in
Curtiss
was
found
to
Antonio.
wife
San
of
his
the
H
biplanes
for
the
body
trip
has returned to Chihuahua, to aid cer cure, was found dead in bed yes
to strike If the
used for scouting along the Mex- her apartments in the Vlo Nardones cent and threaten
knowledge of the whereabouts of the
be
Lieutenant
First
designated
Padgett
was
defeated
who
Mr.
Monday
Nelll will
Madero,
was when Senator Bailey held it
terday morning. An autopsy showed Ted Hayward and Second Lieutenant ican boundary during the present in Naples, with a score of knife advance is refused.
at Casas Grandes. The town of
hold conferences both with the rail slip
unwas
in
killed
died
mobilization
she
hand during his speech in. the
he
of
his
that
arsenical
will
of
be
wounds,
troops.
John
showing
poisoning.
Koogler. Koogler
road officials and the engineers today senate in defense
i, Sonora, which was taken by
Lieutenant Walker stated that the sis she slept.
ot Lorlmer, and deto make the trip but Hayward
able
was
associated
Schuch
with
Wright
hands.
federal
in
is
Blanco, ' again
Negotiations between the Denver nounced It as a
s to work ynder the direction - Alfano and the leaders of the band
t,o leave, which he plan
orders
Is
forgery,
awaiting
Sr RIc Grcnde officials nnd thc
Letters received from insurrectos in business and Neujahr is the son
General Bliss and cover about 200 were suspected and arrested. They
Bailey's explanation was that whiie
neers failed to result in a settlement.
slate that the Madero taction, is of a oatient Schuch and WrlEht ro-- thinks will arrive within a couple of of,
were
line.
This
International
miles
of
the
the
through
however,
released,
latest.
the senate, some one took
at
the
addressing
and
days
men
homesteads
a
Last
the
took
week
recruits
strike
vote.
promising
loently brought here for treatment
Vittozzl, and
the slip from hla hand and he cannot
In some parts of Colorado- the of- it is said, will be the first test of the Intervention of Father Clro
it Is understood they were prac now
venalona when the war is over If from
ot
one
now
and
rem
apAlfano
of
em,ler who It ws.
godfather
Gresham, Neb.
ficers of the guard have been notified aeroplane under anything that
tically unanimous In favor of walking
Brodneclk's trial starts March so.
they are victorious. They promise
the prisoners facing trial. Vittozzl ut tr tha immMM snouia aeciine
A note found by Schuch's bed said to be
com- proaches war conditions.
entire
their
take
to
esready
landed
The missing deposit slip 1s the.
to confiscate all the large
swore to the Judge that he knew the
he had been violently ill since tak panies to Texas. It is believed the
gran(. thelr demandB. Th0 situation
names
of
chief
three
documentary evidence against
tates and divide them among the s
the
murderers, giving
became critical and an appeal was
GENERAL CARTER ARRIVES
the whisky, and this gave the training to be gained by the men and
but
arrested
him.
men.
were
easily
These
who have fought in the insur-rect- ing
labor.
of
commissioner
to
made
the
San Antonio, Tex-- March 11. The
police the clew that he had been officers of the militia by witnessing
cause.
an- proved alibis.
About 700 engineers are Involved.
poisoned.
and participating in the handling boom of thirteen guns today
AlfanO
and
his
meantime
In the
The men are asking for the same
Schuch had resided in Denver for of large bodies of men will prove of nounced the arrival here of Major
pals had been reelased and made increase recently demanded by the FEDERAL BUILDINGS
The
W.
H.
ad
Carter.
general,
General
had
some years and
extensively
the
HOPE TO TIE UP
great value. Then there Is some like
numerous their escape. It developed that
engineers on the 61 western lines,
vertised what he called "Radio-Sul- lihood the guardsmen may be retir who was accompanied by a
himself was a member of the and which was settled Just as the
priest
to
camp
a
"Radlo-Sulph- o
as
Brew"
FOR NEW MEXICO
pho" and
ed In case the armies go into actual staff, proceeded immediately
Camorra. The authorities again beto strike. The
QUEEN AND CRESCENT remedy, for certain diseases and a service, to shoulder arms along with and assumed command. The Eleventh gan running down Alfano's band and men were& preparing
be
not
does
Rio Grande
. Denver
cavalry arrived this morning and
preparation of limburger cheese as a the regulars.
slowly rounded up most of the lead-erg- long to the General Managers' associ.
mile
a
half
about
tents
its
pitched
he
ROSWELL, SANTA FE AND LAS
that
Mexico
On
that
a
New
charge
It Is fortunate for
STRIKING WHITE FIREMEN CLAIM cure for cancer.
ation, and, therefore, did not partici
from the ' Seventeenth infantry.
fraudulent
VEGAS TO SHARE IN
time
mails
for
by
this
at
murder
the
Cuoccolo
headed
was
is
Behind
the
militia
Its
using
THEY WILL PREVENT OPERApate in the Chicago conference.
In sending out his "liter so able an officer as General Brookes.
of numberless
APPROPRIATIONS
are
allegations
purposes
charge
secure
vof
to
Mr. Nelll
The efforts
TION OF TRAINS
murders and robberies perpetrated an adjustment will be unde the auature" and taking orders for money His training in the regular army has
for treatment, Schuoh was arrested enabled him" to bring the guard to a STRICT EMBARGO ON
by what Is perhaps the best organiz- thority of the Erdman act. Every efWashington, March 11. The bids
Cincinnati, March 11. Contradic- and indicted
federal grand high state of efficiency nd would
ed and most desperate criminal so- fort will be made locally to bring the for the construction of a' $125,000
the
by
of
strike
the
advices
concerning
tory
of modern times. The real pur- men and the company together.
jury. He was tried and convicted of make it possible for him to taKe to
postofflce building at Roswell have
DYNAMITE RAISED ciety of
the white firemen on the Cincinnati, violating the government pure food Texas a force that would prove a
the government Is to rid the
pose
been received. The department, howrailroad
Pacific
&
Texas
Orleans
New
country of this terrible band. It is belaw by misbranding commodities.
credit to New Mexico. It is not known
ever, has decided to build a more exQueen and Crescent route continue
lieved evidence will be brought out
Ion 4 the guardsmen will be de THIS WILL PERMIT MINES
TO
how
pensive structure than at first conto come into the office of the road
In the present trial that will throw SOLDIERS EXPECT
Texas. It may be only a few
In
tained
templated. Delegate Andrews, at the
OPERATIONS
CONTINUE
and the headquarters of the firemen
some light on the cowardly assassinaweeks and it Is just is likely to be
special
session, will introduce not only
GRIMES
AND
DART
the
of
UNINTERRUPTED
In
charge
here. H. O. Teat,
tion of Lieutenant
Petrosino, the
FIGHTING SOON a measure to appropriate $50,000 for
REAL
six months.
American detective at Palermo, in
strike for the firemen, said today:
a building site for a postofflce build11. Rescind 1909- - It was Petrosino, who arrested
March
Mexico
OVER
ARE
"By Sunday the entire system will
City,
HERDER KILLED
SHEEP
ing at Santa Fe, but also for a in,
no more dynamite Enrico Alfano, better known as
ORDERS crease of
OF
TENOR
GENERAL
be crippled. 1 believe not a wheel
N. M., March 11. Juan ing its order that
appropriation for the buildRoswell,
should be shipped to mines, the
the alleged actual head of the
will be turned on the freights while
INDICATE ACTUAL
TO
TAKEN
at
Roswell
and at Las Cruces.
accidentally
a
ings
herder,
Esldor,
sheep
the passenger traffic also will be de- ALLEGED YEGGMEN HELD TO shot himself through the bead while Mexican government has notified ag- Camorra, after the latter had fled
As soon as the deed showing perfect
HOSTILITIES
ents at Torreon of a French dyna- to New York City.
moralized.
GRAND JURY AT PRELIMINtitle for the site of the latter hat
cleaning a revolver at the sheep
send
Enormous crowds gathered In the
Directly contradictory is
of
been received and approved by the
ARY HEARING
here, mite company that they may
11.
of C. C. "Martin, north
March
camp
Tex.,
San
Antonio,
Powell
the ' explosive in whatever quantity vicinity of the court this morning and
issued by
tnecmn
entered
ball
The
attorney
general, $15,000 will be paid
T. Clem, quartermaster
yesterday.
choose and over whatever rail- the van, containing the prisoners, Colonel John
of the road. Mr. Powell said:
for
For
it.
the Santa Fe postofflce
reN. M., March 11. Ac- and passed out through the top- of they
has
of
Albuquerque,
Texas,
of
the Department
heavily guarded, proceeded amid a ceived orders from
"Our trains have experienced little cused of robbing the postofflce at the head. The man died while being road they select.
$250,000 is to be appropribuilding
to
Washington
This order has given much satis- bedlam of angry shouts.
or no Inconvenience and by tomorrow Texlco, N. M., more than a year ago, taken by auto to Vaughn.
secure provisions for four months for ated as soon as a suitable site near
faction to the mining interests of the
business center is purchased. It
the public will not know a strike is Dennis Hart and James Grimes cap10,000 men. At least 20,000 troops are the
republic and doubtless will prevent
is
believed
that the federal building
in progress."
is
mobilize
but
it
to
Lake
Salt
in
here,
tured three months ago
expected
the closing on May 1 of the Ameri- NEW HAVEN ROAD
WALK OUT CRIPPLES
site agreed upon by the city and town
Chairman Teat Issued an ultimatum
will
number
half
that
that
before
were
thought
arraigned
City, Utah,
can Smelter and Refining company's
in which he declared that arbitra United States Commissioner H. R.
elsewhere along the of Las Vegas will prove satisfactory.
bo detailed
plant at Velardena and of all its
strik
the
by
not
be
will
accepted
tion
after
border
TO
The
practice in general It will take in the Presbyterian
afternoon.
EXPRESMOMPANIES
Whiting yesterday
in Mexico on June 1. Such acCUTJXPENSES
plants
church at East Las Vegas.
ers.
tactics.
men pleaded not guilty and were
tion was contemplated in view of the
not
to
are
Officers
Reports of strike breakers arriv bound over to the federal grand Jury
discussing
given
down of several
practical closing
ing at points along the road between In the sum of $1,000 each. In de- DRIVERS AND HELPERS FAIL TO mines that would have been forced IT WILL REDUCE COST OF MAIN- their orders or speculating for pub- KING'S MESSAGE TO AMERICANS
were
and
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
lication on their meaning. The order
TENANCE BY LAYING OFF
Portsmouth,. Eng., March 11. Dr.
REPORT FOR WORK IN
fault of the bond both men were reto take such action if no dynamite
is gen- John Henry Jowett, who resigned the
received, but no trouble has resulted. manded to
the
for
however,
EMPLOYES
provisions,
MANY
be
NEW
YORK
later
will
secured.
could
have
been
jail. They
erally taken as proof that the mobi- pastorate of Carr's Lane Congregaremoved to Roswell, where their case
CORSAGE BOUQUET FOR MEN
lization here does not have drill and tional church of Birmingham to ac11.
March
will
the
considered
be
New Haven, Conn.,
grand jury.
by
New York, March 11. The strike
field practice for its main object.
Chicago, March 11. The corsage
cept a call to the Fifth Avenue PresHart and GrWes have both served of express company employes, which FATAL EARTH-SLID- E
Partly as a result of the recent deciThe men believe they are to see byterian church of New York, told '
bouquet for men who like that sort terms In the New Mexico
penitentiary. had been threatened for several days
sion of the interstate commerce com- real service before long. The heavy the Council of
of thine has reached Chicago In tne
Evangelical Free
Hart Is a Las Vegas man. 'Grimes at- Dast. materialized today, with the
of
man
foreign
a
mission against' the increase of supplies of food and the absence of churches
of
young
person
of the farewell dinner ,
PANAMA
CANAL
AT
today
the
drivers
from
all
a
sensational
the
of
failure
toescape
practically
New
tempted
or
more
New
an
hour
York,
.birth, who for
blank ammunition are the basis of
freight rates, the
him by King George and eaid
time and helpers of the Adams Express
while
serving
Haven & Hartford railroad will order their belief. When the Seventeenth given
day created amusement along Peacock penitentiary
the
last words His Majesty spoke
that
The
for
work.
to
from
prito
break
report
away
company
there,
soon
trying
upon Infantry
left Fort McPherson the to him were: "You
Alley at the Congress hotel.
CATCHES GANG OF WORKMEN, extensive reductions very
go away with
affected
He
the
of
brick.
likewise
son
Jersey
strike
by riding in a car
Its system. Supplies will be curtailed men Jumped to the conclusion and
At last a bell boy called, "Oh, you
KILLING THREE AND INJUR- - s
will
the
of
and Queen."
of
Adams
good
your
the
business
company
was
king
without
opCity
and
recaptured.
left
maintenance
and the cost of
kid," and the stranger
fairly tore the roof off the barracks Dr. Jowett aded that the
IntendING MANY
It is eald Hart and Grimes are
king
not
Is
new
work
name.
but
his
eration
reduced,
was
with their cheers. The trip here
giving
ed
as
a
at
this
his
of
the
good
suggestion
of
AUGUSTA
AT
RESTING
postofflce
TAFT
coat,
suspected
robbing
made in 48 hours without mishap- Wearing the latest evening
likely to be much affected.
to the people among whom he was
four Belen last October. Grimes was arColon, March 11. A big earth-slid- e
nearl- erav trousers, creased
Augusta, Ga., March 11. President
It is understood that the most imgoing.
ways, the young man wore a bril rested in Salt Lake after a merry Taft came to Augusta early today for occurred at the north end of the portant reduction will be made in the
offiDEAD
BRITISH
to
MARQUIS
and
Utah
Mexico
Wash
with
chase
before
a
rest
brief
New
where
Gatun
canal
waistcoat
of
last
Panama
and
lock
force
the
the
by
returning
shops
tinged
operating
liantly yellow
TROOPS NEAR GALVESTON
a big bunch of Violets held in place cers, the chase being directed by Ben ington. Mrs. Taft and Miss Helen Taft night. The mass burled a steam it will apply to the number employed
London, March 11. Henry Augustomorrow.
Mr.
Brudenell-Brucdetectives
the
workis
will
Fe
diamond
to
and
reduction
Santa
and
The'
shovel
chief
of
of
fifth marquis ot
a
not
tus
and
a
Williams,
president
join
clasp
gang
wages.
caught
gold
Galveston, Tex., March 11. About
, by
large
He was born 1,200 soldiers are encamped at Fort
at the lower left side of the waist of this city. Hart was captured in Taft will play golf every morning and men, killing three and Injuring sever- expected to become effective about Allesbury, Is dead.
1
motor during the afternoon.
al others.
'!
Las Vegas.'coat- x
!,
April 11. 1842.
Crockett, west of Galveston.
April 1.
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PLENTY OF WATER
FOR IRRIGATION
THIS YEAR
DIS- RAIN CHANGE
COURAGING OUTLOOK TO .
ONE OF PROMISE

SNOW AND

Santa Fe,

March 11. A
marked change baa occurred in the
outlook for irrigation water for the
territory, especially in the vest half,
and, in lesser degree, for the Canadian and Northeast, and the Pecos
and Southeast. General and heavy
enow occurred during the last half
of February over all of the higher
Districts and the mountain ranges of
the territory, and heavy rains over
most of the lower levels, filling the
soil with abundant moisture
and
changing a most discouraging out
look to one of general encouragement
be
will
Early water, especially,
abundant in the San Juan and the
Rio Grande, and In some of the tributaries of the Canadian and the Pecos, while the main streams will have
a good early flow, unless high drying
winda
should occur in the spring
will probmonths, when the run-of- f
ably cause high water too early for
most successful use. The
stored
depth ia far in the southwest but its
holding qualities will be poor because of the lateness of the fall and
the greater warmth of that region.
Seasonal rains will be needed there,
and also over the Capltan and Sacramento mountains in the southeast
A calm, wet and rather cool spring
will add materially in giving the territory a bountiful season.
San Juan and Northwest Watershed
Chromo. Colo., N. B. Price. There
is an abundance of snow, compact and
swept into the canyons, and it will
melt slowly. Pagosa Springs, Colo.,
C. B. Mack. There will be plenty ol
water. Snow is well distributed in
valleys; in mountains it is drifted,
packed, and nearly ice. Cedar Hill,
"William Craig. We had an unusual
amount of rain and snow during February and the ground in the valley
la well soaked. Crozier, E. H. Davies.
More snow fell in the mountains during the month than for several years.
Snow is
Dulce, G- H. Blakeslee.
wa
and
distributed
compact;
evenly
ter supply will be much better than
for a number pf years. Raman, G. A.
Martin. Reservoir is full and we
shall have plenty of water this sea
on. Zuni. B. J. Davis. Outlook for
water Is very good; great amount pf
enow fell and ground is well soakN.. M,

-

I)

ed.
Rio Grande Watershed
Aspen Grove, J. D. Maupki. Snow
Is evenly distributed and compact;
good outlook for water supply. Cha
ma, F- - C. Johnson. Plenty of snow
In mountains assures abundance of
water for coming season. Jalllna, A.
W. Sypher. Snow is compact and
drifted into canyons and water supply will be better than for years
past. Arroyo Seco, J. M. Medina.
Snow Is deep and firmly packed on
mountains. Ojo Callente, A. F. JoSnow on
seph and C. A. Hermandeslower levels is drifted and wet but ia
Ihigher mountains evenly distributed;
prospects for water very encourag
lng. Red River, L. R. Penn. Heavs
snow evenly distributed assures plen,
ty of water for coming season. Taos,
A. Gusdorf. Heavy snow in this vicinity; at Twining 6 to 7 feet and on
V. S. mountain 3 feet. San Pedro,
K. J- Strumqulst. Snow is evenly
distributed and compact and outlook
for water is excellent. Santa Fe, F.
Owen. There is more snow on the
higher peaks and In the lower levels
of Santa Fe basin than for several
years and an ample water supply is
assured.
Stanley, H. C. Kinsell.
Snow is evenly distributed and almost
like ice, good prospects for water.
Jemez, L. I Shields. Snow is deep,
compact and evenly distributed. Sul
phur Springs, C- - E. Fluke. Much more
snow than usual, drifted and com
pact: outlook for water supply is
good. Mountainalr, J. W. Corbett
Peaks are covered, but more snow
ii: canyons and well packed. Better
prospects for spring moisture than
1907.
since
Puertoclto, B. Lopez.
Snow is drifted and compact; water
supply will be good. Fairvlew, F. H.
Winston. Heavy rains and snows
gave the ground a thorough soaking.
Kent, G. W. Kent. Snow was evenly
distributed and ranges' will be fine.
-

-

San Francisco, Gila and Mimbres '
Duncan, Ariz., J. L. T. Watters,
There was mor snow fell in the
mountains In February than during
past six years, and heavy rains in
the valleys. Alma, M. A. Blake.
Mountains are well covered with snow
and unless warm rains come, a good
water supply is assured. Aragon, J.
R. Milllgan- Water prospects are
good, also a good spring season. DaSnow is very wet
til, F. Baldwin.
and not drifted; outlook for water
and early range feed are excellent.
-

I

Luna, C. B. Martin. . Very little snow
tr. valleys but in foothills and moun
tains it is from 3 to 15 inches deep.
Santa Rita, J. W. Turner. Fine snows
and general rains; outlook for watef
better than for years. Cooks, ChasPoe. Over 2 feet of snow fell during
the month in mountains; heavy rains
in valleys and ground is soaked.
Canadian and Northeast Watershed
Aurora, J. C. Lucero. Snow Is even
ly distributed but. not very compact;
outlook for water supply is encouraging. Baldy, B. W. Gleske. Snow is
drifted into canyons and compact;
good outlook for water supply. Black
Lake, R. T. Martinet , There will be
a good supply of water for irrigation
during the coming season. Raton, R.
Snow is drifted and comC. Crum.
pact and outlook for water supply U
good. Vermejo Park, H. W. Adams.
The snow is loose in hills and canyons but water prospects are good.
Cuates, C. W. Wood- - Snow is evenly
distributed and loose. Pasamonte, J. J.
Heringa. Snow Is drifted badly:
some drifts are eight feet deep. Chacon, E. M. Lucero. Snow ia evenly
distributed over the valley. Gascon,
R. Dunn.
Snow is evenly distributed,
fairly compact and double the amount
a year ago.
Pecos and Southeast Watershed
East Las Vegas, F. O. Blood. Snow
evenly distributed and the outlook
best in several years. Harvey Ranch,
Snow is unusually
S. B. Warner.
deep on Elk mountain and trails are
Impassable; in gulches snow Is 10
to 12 feet deep. Pecos, J. W. Harri
son. Snow is evenly aistrimitea; out
look for water supply is best for
some years. Glorleta, W. M- - Taber.
Continuous and heavy snow' storms
have rendered outlook for summer
moisture excellent. Cloudcroft, J. I.
Bailey.
Thirty Inches of snow fell
latter part of February, followed by
warm rains, causing rapid melting.

LUITPOLD IS DEAN
OF EUROPEAN
MONARCHY
TODAY

HE

CELEBRATED

H'S

NINETIETH BIRTHDAY
ANNIVERSARY

The ninetieth
birthday anniversary of Prince Lult-polregent of Bavaria and the dean
of European rulers, will be celebrated
tomorrow with national rejoicings up
on an unusually extensive scale. Al
ready the venerable regent is in re-receipt of telegraphic congratulations
from Emperor William and the heads
of the reigning houses of the empire.
Tomorrow te deums will be chanted
the kingdom in honor
throughout
of the aged ruler, military reviews
will be held and the people will indulge in many forma of festivity.
No German Prince now living has
played a more Important role In the
history of Germany and indeed, of
central Europe, throughout the last
fifty or sixty years. Although he has
never been proclaimed as king, he
has ruled the kingdom of Bavaria
for more than sixty years. During
the lifetime of his father. King Louis
I, who forfeited his throne for the
sake of Lola Montez, the famous adventuress, Prince Lultpold was to a
great ex'ent intrusted iwlth the executive duties of royalty, the entire
time and attention of his more or
less mental'y unbalanced father being
monopolized by his love affair, which
eventually led to the revolution of
Munich,

March

11.

1848.

FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
THIRTY-THIROKLAHOMA
DEGREE MASON

Santa Fe. N. M March 11. A dis
patch received yesterday from Long
Beach, Calif., stated that Colonel
'
Harper Samuel Cunningham died at
that resort at 6 oclock yesterday
morning after a serious illness of six
weeks. He was Co years of age.
Colonel Cunningham had stomach
trouble which was incurable, but his
friends say that until about two
months ago. he appeared in fairly
good health.
Born in Ohio, Colonel Cunningham
took up railroad work at an early age
and also studied law. He practiced
law in Kansas and rose rapidly in
his profession. He was appointed receiver of the land office at Salina,
Kan., by President James A. Garfield. Moving to Oklahoma later he
became prominent in legal circles and
of
after holding several positions
trust, he was appointed attorney gen
eral. He was elected state senator
of Oklahoma, resigning office to move
to Santa Fe over a year ago. He purchased a ranch near here and divided his time between Santa Fe and
He loved the outdoor
the country.
farm life, although he was a lawyer
by profession. Colonel Cunningham
was one of the most prominent Masons in the country, being a member
of the supreme council. He was sov
ereign grand inspector general of
the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Masons in New Mexico, succeeding the late Colonel Max Frost.
and did much to build up the order
in the territory.
Surviving him are a widow, two
Charles A. Cunningham of
sons,
White Bluffs Wash., and Harper J.
Cunningham of this city, and one
daughter, Mrs. Eva C. McCIurg of
Colorado Springs, but who Is now in
Long Beach, Calif.
'
The funeral arrangements have not
yet been, decided upon although it Is
thought the body probably will be
brought here for interment.
DALLAS MAN FOR G. E. R.

'

Waco, Texas, March 11. At a big
rally held here today by the Texas
Slate Association of Elks it was deeded to boom Charles A. Rasbury of
Dallas for the office of grand exalted
ru'er at the next national convention
of the Benevolent and Protective Or
der of Elks. John H. Kirby of Houston, president of the Texas association, presided at the meeting.

RETIRES
Washington, March 11. The active
career in the army of Col. William R
Hamilton of the Coast Artillery Corps
closed today by reason of the fact
that tomorrow he will reach the age
of stationary retirement.
Col. Ham
ilton is a native of Wisconsin. He
graduated from the West Point acad
emy In 1876 and from the Artillery
School in 1894.
COL. HAMILTON

Maximilian II, who then succeeded
the throne, was In such a chronic
state of ill health that he surrendered
most of his responsibilities as a monarch into the hands of his younger
brother, Lultpold. Tne late King
Louis II, who came to the throne at
the death of his father, Maximilian,
although in ."xcellent physical health,
was so eccentric and so full of his
fantastic devotion to music and the
arts, that he gladlv left the task of
governing the kingdom to his uncle, Lultpold. During all those years
Prince Liutpold, although actually re
gent, was not officially recognized as
such.
This official recognition did
not come to him nntll after the death
of King Louis in 1886, when the formal appointment of a regent became
necessary owing the fact that the successor to the throne; his nephew Otto, was incurably Insane and utterly
unfit to assume the duties of his po
sition.
Since the death of the unfortunate
Louis II, Prince Lultpold was repeatedly asked by the rulers of the sov
ereign states of the German empire
and by influential men in his own
country to assume the title of king
and to become the founder of a new
dynasty, but he Invariably refused,
taking the ground that such a step
would add neither to his power nor
his prestige, while it could not fall tft
Impair In the eyes of the masses that
respect for the principle of legitimacy
and of right divine which Is the basis
of the monarchlal system in the old
world. During all the years of his
regency he never touched a penny of
the civil list which the constitution
of Bavaria provides for the sovereign.
The money has been devoted to the
liquidation 'of the enormous debts of
King Louis II, and is now accumulating as a special fund of the crown.
Prince Lultpold has led an active
and eventful life ever since 1835,
when he began his active service in
the army as captain of artillery.
In
the war of 1866 he assumed the command of tJie Bavarian troops after the
death of General von Zoller, and offered a most gallant resistance to the
Prussians in the disastrous battle of
Hemlstadt, where his eldest son,
Prince Louis, was dangerously wounded before his very eyes. Four years
later Liutpold was again on the battlefield, this time not against the
Prussians but with them, taking part
In the Invasion of France. He fought
bravely and with distinction and was
to

DIES IN CALIFORNIA

'

1911

decorated for his eminent services
with the first class of the Iron Cross.
It was Lultpold who overcame the
hesitation of his eccentric nephew
Louis and induced him to invite King
William of Prussia to assume the
crown and title of German emperor.
Lultpold was chosen by the various
rulers of the German states to submit to King William the German Im
perial crown and ever since that time
Lultpold has never for a moment
wavered in his loyalty to the German
empire. Although extremely unpop
ular In Bavaria at the beginning of
his official regency, because he was
believed to be a tool of Prussia and
In some way connected with Intrigues
which were supposed to have driven
King Louis II, to his death, Prince
Lultpold Is now the Idol of his people
and no ruler of the present time is
morn loved by the people ef his
country than he Is.
to Archduchess
By his marriage
Augusta of Austria, who died nearly
fifty years ago, Prince Lultpold has
a large family of children, grand
children and greatgrandchildren. His
eldest son. Prince Louis, Is a famous
entomologist and several other of his
children and
grandchildren have
shown remarkable literary ability.
LUCIUS TUTTLE 65
Boston, Mass., March 11. Lucius
Tuttle, who recently retired from the
presidency of the Boston and Maine
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FISHER
TAFT IGNORED ILLINOIS ORGANI
ZATION IN APPOINTING NEW
INTERIOR SECRETARY

Washington, March 11, Senator
Lorlmer will oppose the confirmation
of Walter Fisher to be secretary of
the interior if he realizes the ex
pectation of his friends here.
They
would be surprised if Mr. Lorimer
does not break all precedents.
While senatorial courtesy is a po
tential influence, it is questionable
whether it can be appealed to with
effect In the case of Mr. Lorimer in
the selection by the president of a
member of (his official family.
The
BBseruon is neara among his cloe
friends that he Is displeased with the
appointment and will show his di.
pleasure.
Senator Cullom approved of .Mr.
Fisher, but in a qualified way. It is
a fact that the two Illinois senators
are not satisfied with the federal appointments which have been made
from the state. They assert that the
president has selected only one
member of the party organi-batioto date, Len Small, but that
all the other appointments have ignored the organization and have done
the party as represented by the sen-

Rai'way when that road was taken
oyer by the New York, New Haven
and Hartford system, received many
congratulations at his home in Brook
lyn today on the. occasion of his sixty-fiftbirthday anniversity. The greet
ings possessed a double significance ators no good.
"In what way have these appointfor Mr. Tuttle, who recently under
went a successful operation in which ments helped us?" asked a close
henchman of Senator Lorimer. "Sec
one of his tegs was amputated.
retary Dickinson Is a democrat. Secretary MacVeagh, was one and still
may be for all we know by his voting.
INDIANS SENTENCED
Mr. Fisher does not affiliate with the
organization. Judge Mack is a demTO PENITENTIARY ocrat. The late Solicitor General
Bowers also was a member of that
Ben Cable is not a party
party.
FOUR
MEMBERS
0F PUEBLO worker. Charles D. Norton has taken
TRIBE CONVICTED OF STEAL-INno part In state politics. So on down
the list. We feel under no obligaTURQUOISE
tion for the numerous appointments
Santa Fe, N.
March 11. That which this administration has given
Indians have been taking turquoise Illinois. They have not strengthened
the organization."
from the famous mines 14 miles
south of Santa Fe owned by the
TO SHARE ITS PROFITS
American Turquoise cjomlpany, of
which the Tiffany's of New York are
Pittsburg, Pa., Mjarch IllAccorthe majority stockholders, substanti- ding to .a report in circulation here
ating the statement!!''' made by J. P. the stockholders of the Union Switch
McNulty, the manager, was proved and Signal Company at their annual
meeting next week will take steps to
yesterday when Judge John R.
sentenced four Indians to nine establish a
plan for the
months In the penitentiary for steal- benefit of their workmen. The company Is one of the Westinghouse
ing turquoise.
Three of the Indians are named
and it Is said that evenQuintana and one is Trujillo, and all tually the plan to share profits will
were arrested, on a moonlight night be extended to all of the Westing-hous- e
some time ago by a deputy sheriff.
Interests, which employ a total
The arrests were the outcome of of over 30,000 men.
complaints made for several years by
Mr. McNulty
who declared that In
A Mother's Safeguard
dians were rifling the mines of tur
Foley's Honey and Tar for the chilquoise and doing It under the shelter dren. Is best and safest for all
coughs, colds, croup. whoot1ngough
of night.
Many efforts are said to and bronchitis.
No opiates.
O. G.
have been made by the authorities to Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
catch the Indians but until the ar
rest of the quartet just sentenced,
v
tney were in vain.
The Indians use turquoise for cere
monial purposes and it has been practically impossible to get them to understand that the turquoise mines are
no longer public property.
The Indians of both Coohlti and
Santo Domingo were cautioned by Superintendent C. J. Crandall to keep
away from the Tiffany mines but
YY7E nave
seen a corset
their fondness for the
stone got them finally into trouble.
that is as handsome in
The Tiffany mines have been closed
design, material and work
for some time in order to curtail the
manship as the new
production. These mines near Santa
Fe supply all the Americon turquoise
Thomson's
"GLOVE-FITTING- "
the Tiffanys use in their famous
f Jewelry.
MODEL NO. 217
full-fledg-
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best paper published in Denver.
Neither money nor labor will be spared to make THE O
REPUBLICAN, as it has always been in the past, the bes O
O
and most reliable paper in the West.
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. The
Associated Press, supplemented "by the splendid New York O
Herald news service, gives our readers every morning all
the news gathered from every part of the world.
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the leading authors and humorists of the day and many pages of photographs of great interest.
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SIX
Dry
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IN NEW MEXICO'

COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

Goods

Groceries,

Hardware,

Implements,

g

3
LAS VEGAS,

SIX

Stoves, Vehicles
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Mc-Fi- e

profit-sharin-
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O

TRADE

f

HOUSES- -3
SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

Try an Ad. in The Optic's
"Want Columns"

Beautiful Corset Models
$2.00,

semi-preciou- s

"

$2.50,

$3.50

and

nt

TEAR
of

Berlin, March llf-D- r.
Hill, the
American ambassador to Germany,
sailed for the United States today to
deliver the Carpentier lectures at Columbia University next month. The
ambassador is accompanied by his
wife and daughter. He expects to
return to Berlin about the middle of
May.

For the mother in the home to be
strong and well, able to devote her
time and strength to the rearing of
children, is one of life's greatest
blessings. Often the bearing of
children Injures the mother's health,
if she has not prepared her system
in advance for the important event.
Women who use Mother's Friend are saved much of the discomfort and suffering
30 common with expectant mothers.
It is a penetrating oil that thoroughly lubricates every muscle, nerve and tendon involved at such times, and thus promotes
physical comfort. I: aids nature by expanding tlio sLia and tissues and per
fectly prepares the system for the
:oming of baby. Mother's Friend
issures a quick and natural recovery
for every woman who uses it. It is
for sale at drug stores.
Write for
tree book for expectant mothers.
BRADFIELD EEGDXAT03 CO.,
Atlanta, Gi

for more than fifty years. It
is a corset with a reputation
back of it.

It will add
THOMSON'S

"H

CORSETS

'

the famous Thom-

of the best dressed women

This is a fine batiste, and has
the very latest fashion lines.
The back is extremely long,
close fitting skirt over the
hips, and the lace trimming
gives appearance unequalled
by any other model we have

in mind this is one

son's "Glove Fitting" mod-el- s
that has been first. choice

1

DR. HILL COMING HOME

$5.00

100

per cent to

your comfort.

I

III

Style No. 809, Imported Silk Broche, medium bust, long hip, front, side and back
supporters, $5.00
.'. 3 50
Style No. 306, Batiste, medium bust, long hip, with six srpportersStyle No. 263, Batiste, medium bust, long hip, four supporters
2 50
Style No. 270, Striped Coutille, medium bust, extra long hips, newest model
2 50
Style No. 217, Batibte, medium bust, long hips, a very popular model
2 00
GRAND DUCHESS, for stout figures, low bust, long, hips,
skirt
2 00
-

All above models made with draw string at bust
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PROGRESSIVES

FROM LITTLE
OLD NEW YORK

NOT TO JOIN

New York, March 1L The harem
1U public debut in
New York, thanks to the effort of
an ambitious press agent, and to say
that it proved a sensational success
is putting things mildly. The other
day, on a sunny afternoon, two young
women, dressed in harem skirts, made
their appearance at Forty-seconstreet and Fifth, avenue. In a few
moments a crowd gathered and fol
lowed them down Fifth avenue
Soon the crowd was dense enough
to interfere with street traffic and
business in the vicinity came to a
standstill. The congestion became so
great that the two traffic policemen
on duty at that point could make no
impression upon it. As the harem
skirts struggled on down Fifth ave
nue, a howling, jeering mob followed ,n tikdr wake. By the time Forty- ur8t street was reached the crowd
had swelled from curb to curb and

welcome and not fraught with danker. But there are exceptions and
cue of these, the case ot a man In
Summit, N. J, should be a warning
to men not addicted to the "safety"
CO I IKJTDy
l.b!t. The man referred to went to
AWAITS REASSEMB.
a U rber shop to have his whisker) REJECT A PROPOSAL
FOR UN
LING OF CONGRESS
WITH
moustache trimmed, tie beean?
r.id
HOLY ALLIANCE TO CONTROL
MUCH INTEREST
very sleepy in the chair and yawnad
THE NEXT SENATE
so vigorously that he dislocated his '
OWUl iuarta
II. The lm
il !!!!!!!!!!i!!!!i''i'tiii'iiitiiiiiiiiii
jaw. A doctor had to be called la
iniuiimiiimiii imii! Iliiiinillliiiiliiiil iiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllllilllllll
If
.
Washington, March 11. A contest
cfeet the man's Jaw.
ponding extra session of congress hnd
over
of
the
senate
the
organization
e outlook for the
A "Bird" of a Story
Canadian reel1
at the coming extra session of the
procity agreement will continue to ab- or
One
the local papers published
will be avoided
congress
u puuno attention.
a bird story the other day, the auMany of the
thor of which has the most ex- through an agreement regarding the
!
senators and
I
who
reparatives
"skinned
pert nature-faker- s
to a committee assignments by which the
Vave followed the
exair.pli:
0f the
fizzle." According to the story a progressive republicans will be ac)'
president in taking a snort vacation
weman in Flatbrush foumi on tin corded substantial recognition. It has
naok porch of her home aj.-nsiace the adjournment on March 4
time developed that the progressives reago an injured sparrow. She took fused to entertain a proposition from
will be back ia the capital
by the end
Made from Pure Grape Cream of Tartar,
the bird in, cared for it until it wa.-- those democrats who follow the leadof the week.
to
able
and
again
then offered ership of Senator Stone that the pro
fly
...
rvvi ppi.
j d iiuusevoii,. win
its freedom. But so attached had the gressives join with them in a combi"wuui
spend
.
.
.
.
.
thd 4tol..
ot me ween m Texas, a look at the new kind of dresses- bird become to her, that it would not nation for control of the senate orof the republican side, held for the
half
a
dozen of the chief ciUeg At Thirty-nint- h
visiting
naval construction yard at the Krupp
street the crowd had leave. Then the kind woman had ganization.
To a man this proposal was reject- past quarter century by Senator Nelof that state. Leaving Texas he cIoBed 111 on the women, who wero an attack of Illness, as a result ot
works at Kiel. Since then he has had
son W. Aldrich of Rhode Island.
a
will spend part of Wednesday and Plalnl7 nervous. Finally they could which considerable part of her hair ed by the progressives. Even if they
of the trials of all the war
charge
It is said that Senator Perkins ot
came out- Now comes the wonder had accepted it the chances are that
vessels in the Krupp yards.
in Albuquerque
Thursday
He
and ot Proceea on account of the crown ful
part of the story. The bird no- it would have been defeated by dis- California, because of ill health, will
is a recognized expert in the handthen will proceed to Arizona, where wblch blocked e!r Wfty- - For a tIme
decline
the
that
its benefactress was rap- sentions among the democrats themticing
chairmanship of the apluey T
on Saturday h will ht,a
compelled to listen to an
and torpedo boats
ling of
idly becoming bald, saw a fine op- selves. Senator Bailey, the leader of propriations committee, next to the
kinds
of
remarks,
uncomplimentary
and has taken two boats from Kiel
opening of the great Roosevelt dam.
finance
committee
to
most
the
show its gratitude. It the other democratic faction, and
Important
but at last, with considerable dlfflcul portunity
to the Mediterranean, and delivered
Secretary of War Dickinson is
senate committee. It is also underIn reaching the began to flw out and every time it his followers would have refused to
succeeded
ty,
they
the
scheduled to sail Monday from New
vessels built for Russian and
stood
came
Senator
that
back
Crane may decide
it brought a few Ions enter into such an agreement, and in
curb and climbing Into a taxlcab
Turkish governments. As head ot
York for Panama, where lie will
to
retain
the
hairs
exact
of
the
shade
the
of
his
of
chairmanship
this attitude they would have had
standing there. They showed unmis
the Haytian navy, Captain Meyer will
spend ten days inspecting the work takable relief when the taxi started friend's hair. Only once or twice he the support of Senator Culberson of rules committee in which event Sen- NOVEL METHOD WILL KEEP
command
on the Isthmian canal.
the flagship. In such exator
Penrose
a
made
will
be
mistake
as
in
succeeded
the
shade
of
Texas and other democrats who,
and oulcklv whisked them ftwnv from
IN NEW YORK HARBOR
chairman of the committee on
perienced hands, the Haytian navy
s
color and then the bird seemed great while openly
Argument in tne ramous "lap line" the
to
leader
the
and curIoua moh
opposed
POSTED AS TO TIME
and postroads by Senator
cases will begin before the Interstate
promises o become a power in the
ly mortified. Thus, by degrees, the ship of Bailey, have not Identified
Love
Ha
Too
0l8tacle
,ts
American Mediterranean.
Bourne
of
bird
a
Commerce Commission in Washing.
Oregon, progressive. Sen
supplied its benefactress not on themselves with the Stone faction.
ator
New
of
March
11.
a
also
Clapp
ton Wednesday.
York,
The path of true love never runs ly with enough hair for a switch
proMinnesota,
As a result of conferences by the
Customs Order Recalled ,
By day and
For the first time In the history of smooth. 'TIs an old saying, but just but also for puffs and a "rat." Let progressives a plan has been decided gressive, probably will he made chair-ma-n night the correct time is to be sigUnder the law, a home
coming
of the committee on Interstate
the state, the women of Pennsylvania 88 true today as It was when the anyone try to beat that story.
upon by which that element of the
nalled throughout the length and American is allowed to bring in one
commerce.
will
who desire to vote, will be given an expression was first coined. The
enter
side
the
republican
repub
hundred dollars worth of merchanTrapped Burglar in His Home
Leaders among the progressives say breadth of New York harbor for the
opportunity to argue the Question be- - daughter of a wealthy Jewish lawyer
benefit of its enormous traffic. The dise, but the nature of the goods reSome time ago a telegraph opera lican caucus and abide by Its action, that
they believe the slate of commit-tee- s
fore a legislative committee at Har-- in this city and her lover, an eleva- tor, living at a hotel on Third ave The. progressives will do this under
In dispute. The head of the
will be entirely satisfactory to captains and officers of its great fleet mains
tor boy in the apartment-houswhere
assurance
will
be
that
they
fairly
risburg Tuesday.
was
of ships are obliged to consult various treasury department once announced
robbed of $70 by a burglar
mie
that
group of senators. By both proThe marriage of Ogden Mills Reld, the girl lived with her parents, can who entered his room while the tele dealt with in the organization of the
clocks ashore at present, without that a returning tourist could import
a son of Ambassador and Mrs. White- - vouch for the correctness of the old grapher was asleep. To guard against committees. It is their purpose to gressives and regulars a report that any single standard. It is
Senator
Cullom of Illinois would be
proposed one hundred dollars worth of hay, if
law Reid ,and Miss Helen Rogers will adage. The girl became acquainted a repetition of the robbery, the vic submit in advance a list of the asto establish a master clock at the top he chose, without paying duty. Unchairman
for
urged
the
of
finance
with
the elevator boy during her fre tim
desirebe celebrated Tuesday at Racine,
arranged a little trap. He placed signments they
of one of the great skyscrapers, eith- der the rigid enforcement of the law,
Senator LaFollette, because of his committee has been declared Inac
quent trips on the lift and soon a a
Anbutton within reach of his
Wis., the home of the bride-elecpush
er the Metropolitan tower or the this one hundred dollars worth of
curate.
Senator
Cullom's
Is
It
warm friendship sprang up between bed
name,
and arranged with the pro advanced position in the matter of said, has not been
other notable wedding of the week
enough goods has of late been restricted to
proposed by any Whitehall building, high
the two. The boy, being poor and prietor of the hotel
railroad regulation legislation both as
in case he
will be that of Countess Margot von
above
that,
the
for
to
line
be
visible property of a very personal nature. A
that
city
body
sky
chairmanship.
a member of the senate and as gov
diffident, remained rather passive in
In all directions. The time will be toy Intended as a present has been
Baroldlngen and Samuel Norrls, sec his demonstrations of sentiment, but should ring the bell in the bar room, ernor of Wisconsin, desires a
place
retary of the United States Rubber the girl, accustomed to do very much the clerk or the barkeeper on duty on the committee on Interstate comsupplied by the United States naval Judged liable to duty. In the past few
ARE YOU A WOMAN?
at
should
come to his room
once
Satwill
which
at Washington. By day, days a reaction has set In, and It Is
take
company,
observatory
place
as she pleased, showered candy and with a
merce. Senator Bristow, owing to his
Baltimore, Md. Mrs. W. H. Ison, at a
revolver. The other night,
time
ball will drop, at fixed now announced from Washington
urday at the home of the bride's other gifts upon the boy. Finally the
giant
with
the postal system 141sl East Madison street,
toward morning, the operator heard familiarity
"For
writes,
while
mother in Newport.
at night the hour will that Franklin MacVeagh, (secretary of
Intervals,
will be proposed for assignment to several
calf love between the unequal couple a noise under his
years, I suffered, off and on, be flashed over an enormous area. the treasury, is preparing a new orbed, which aroused
Events of the week that will Inter- led to the result which was to be ex
on
the
committee
and
postofflces
from female troubles, until finally 1
his
He quietly reached for
Arrangements are being made by der to go into effect immediately. It
est followers of sport and athletics pected. The young lovers went to the suspicion.
button and when the noise was postroads; Senator Cummins will be was taken down and could do nothing Lieutenant
Ridgely Hunt, TJ. S. N., at is understood that the new order will
for appointment as a member The
will include the annual power boat Hoboken together and were married
urged
pains I experienced, I shall never the branch hydrographle office, New allow the tourist much greater liberrepeated, pressed the button. A few of the finance commit? tee and each of
regatta at Palm Beach, the champion there by an accommodating justice of moments later the hotel clerk, arm
forget. I ioet weight till I was only York. The master clock will thus fix ty than heretofore in spending; thl
ship tournament of the Candlan Bowl- the neace. For some time the Sirl ed with a big revolver, burst into the the other progressives will be pro skin and bones.- I believe I would
even permitting him
the time for thousands of marine hundred dollars,
an important assignment. It have
ing association at Montreal, the an- kept her marriage secret but at last room, and, at the same moment, the posed for
been in my
if I had- not clocks and watches. '
' Of the
to Import a- - ton of hay if he choose.
progressives to tried Cardui. I grave,
nual winter meeting of the National she told her father, who promptly telegrapher jumped out of bed. The is the purpose
shall praise it as long
New Harbor Statue
Command. Haytian Navy at 33
She two men found a burglar under the get representation on alt of the lead
T live."
Association, ot Amateur Oarsmen In drove her out ot the house.
Many women, llk Mars.
"
will
so
be
that
committees
they
ing
A new naval powr la being' organThe
colossal
(figure o
on
New York, the pugilistic contest be- went to live with her young husband, bed and turned him over to the po In
and
are
'weak
Iaon,
"Liberty,
discouraged,
In the event ot differ- a
re- whloh greets
ized
tine
Caribbean
position
The
sea,
not
in
was
ot
love
blissful
paaaens-erdream
Inoomlngbut
the
liceIt is believed that the prisoner encea with the reactionary senators account of some painful ailment. Are
tween Ad Wolgast and George Memslc
ot long duration. The father ot the ia the same burglar who had robbed
public of Hayti, under the direction from over sea; mar have a riraj. A
In Los Angeles, and the contest be
to bring minority reports before the you one of those sufferers? Cardui of President Simon, aspires to be a statue of even more majeBUo height
wealth
of
his
set
the
machinery
some
girl
the
time
will
ago.
operator
it
today. Any sea
help you. Try
tween Packy MoFarland and Owen
senate and thus continue a contest
power and has laid down lta navy is proposed to occupy an equally conand power going and a few days later
druggist.
Moral Wave Strikes New York
to
committee
that
the
from
Moran in New York.
The new figure Is
body.
disthe husband of the young heiress
iy purchasing the Italian cruiser, spicuous position.
The' general understanding is that
Tn financial and railroad circles conA wave of purity and morality has
' Umhria," renaming it the Antoine to be that of an Indian tomahawk in
her
that
believed
is
It
appeared.
siderable interest is manifested In the father had the
board of aldermen of New the regular republicans are entirely
Children Who are Sickly
Simon." The navy at present, com- hand. The exact position is uncer
hoy removed to some struck the
PaMissouri
of
the
Mothers who value their own com- prising smaller ships, has been plac- tain, but some of the United States re
so solicitous have they willing to deal on fair terms with the
York
and
annual meeting
City
he
that
and
insane
asylum
private
cific railway, which, will be held Tues- intends to keep him there until the become for the ethical welfare of the progressives along the lines indicat- fort and the welfare of theira children, ed under the command of Captain servation in the harbor may be used.
box of
a ed. As a result of the agreement the should never be without
day in St. Louis.
foolish marriage has been annulled citizens, that they are considering
Sweet Powders for Willy Meyer, one of the beet known The enterprise is backed by the Red
Mother
Gray's
commit
finance
of
the
warfare, against the use of profanity chairmanship
Brig. Gen. Charles L. Hodges, in by the courts.
for use throughout the sea- of the younger officers of the Ger- Men of America. There are some
ot Children,
on the stage. Shakespeare and a tee will go to Senator Penrose
son. They Break up Colds, Relieve man naval reserve, who will' organ- critics who have been kind enougs
command of the Department of the
without
What the Barber Chair Produces
opposition. Fevereishness, Constipation, Teething
number of other old and modern play- Pennsylvania
to suggest that the figure to too
was made, not by Disorders, Headache and Stomach ize the navy of the republic along
statement
This
to
are
be
under
the
The soporific effect produced by wrights
placed
of the conventional sdgn of a
who
lines.
Captain Meyer,
Senator
.but by progressive Troubles. Used by Mothers for 22 modern
and not suitable for such
tobacconist
on
sitting in a barber chair and listening ban And it Is proposed to revoke the senators Penrose,
33
served
has
NEVER
of
POWDERS
is
THESE
but
age,
years
who were in position to years.
to the gentle and continuous babbling license of every theater which permits
a
25c.
FAIL.
all
Sold
position.
Drug Stores,
by
the Hamburg-Americaline, and in
to
of the barber's everlasting monologue the use of profanity in any play. The speak for that element. Selection
Don't accept any substitute. Sample 1906 was
the official serto
V,,,
the
confers
ffiljjfK
that
upon
S.
chairmanship
ton
Allen
to
be that the
mailed FREE.
only difficulty seems
Address,
is well known to all patrons of
Baseball fans are already fluttering.
vice and appointed captain of the
sorial parlors. As a rule the. sooth aldermen- cannot agree upon what Pennsylvania senator "the leadership Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
unnot
constitutes objectionable profanity.
ing effect of the operation is
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Iakes, will be placed on the retired
list of the army Monday on accouit
of ago.
On Monday. France will observe tbe
second centennial anniversary of the
death of Nicholas Despreux, the
French poet and translator, friend of
Racine and member of the French
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"In the million and a half families
of the more or less
there is a real matrimonial problem nothing worth speaking of
is being done about it, but something should be done."
well-to-d-

o,

What this something is, is What
the late David Graham Phillips
tells us in a brutally frank article
in the April Delineator
"What is a Successful Wife?"
In "Thursday," a delightful story
we see
by Mary Stewart Cutting,
a wife who pictures herself as
the Dispenser of all Delights and

the

near-traged-

y

when her husgo company

band would
or no company.
You'll enjoy every word of the
dolApril Delineator it contains
literas
well
as
Fashions
lars of
ary value.
15
-

Cents the Copy
$1.00 the Year
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TO VISIT TEXAS CITIES
Houston, Texas, March 11. Col.
Cecil Iyon, leader of the Republican
.

party in Texas, has completed the arrangements for the visit of Col.
Theodore Roosevelt to Texas during
the first half of the coming week.
The Roosevelt Itinerary in Texas
will Include brief visits in Houston,
academy.
in
Boston
celebrated
San
will
Antonio,
be
Dallas, Fort Worth
Friday
as Evacuation Day, the anniversary and El Paso. In Austin he will deof the evacuation of the city by the liver an address before the Texas
British in 1776.
legislature.
Among other matters that will figure
more or less prominently In the news
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
of the week will be the opening of by local applications, as they cannot
the ear.
the annual livestock and horse show reach the diseased portionto of
cure deafThere is only one way
at Fort Worth, the opening of the ness,
and that is by constitutional
Pacific Land and Produce Exposition remedies. Deafness is caused by an
in Los Angeles, and an interstate con- inflamed condition of the mucous lin
When
ference of sea island cotton growers ing of the Eustachian Tube.
is inflamed you have a rum
at Waycross, Ga., to consider plans this tube
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
for increasing the price of the staple. when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is the result, and unless the inflam
mation can be taken out and this tube
A Special Medicine for Kidney Airestored to its normal condition, hear
lments
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
in
found
have
Many elderly people
re- oases out of, ten are caused by CaFoley's Kidney Remedy a quick kid tarrh, which is nothing but an inflamlief and permanent benefit from
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
ney and bladder ailments ana rrom anco We will
give One Hundred Dollars
due
irregularitlos
urinary
noying
for any case of Deafness (caused by
N.
Isaac
Regan,
years.
advancing
be cured by
Farmer. Mo.. Eavs: "Foley's Kidney catarrh) that cannot
Cure. Send for circulHall's
Catarrh
cure
in
a
effected
complete
Remedv
ars free.
my case and I want others to know
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of it." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Drug Co.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
If you have trouble in getting rid
that
know
you
of your cold you may
One of the most striking things in
are not treating it properly. There
Is no reason why a cold should hang the world is a stroke of good luck,
on for weeks and it will not if yoa
You can save a lot of trouble by not
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
borrowing any.
For sale by all druggists.
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LASVEGAS DAILY OPTIC SATURDAY. MARCH II, 19"
PASSING F THE "OLD
MAID"
ESTABLISHED

United Slates May

1171

Mrs. Mildred Manley Eastern, found
PUBLISHED BY
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
inoohpokatkd

er and leader of the Life a Fine Art
Club, at the latest meeting of that

CO.

v

organization in New York, announced
her discovery of the extinction of the
M. M. PADGETT...
.Editor "old maid." The
"cranky, vinegary,
soured old maid of fifty years ago,'
she declared is a type that no longer
exists. Had you noticed it? If not,
Entered i t the Postoffjco at East the fact must come with
something
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis-loof the force of a shock. For it is unthrough the United States Mails
doubtedly a fact. Bun over, in your
second class matter.
mind the elderly spinsters of your
SUBSCRIPTION
hATES
acquaintance and where doc you find
Oaily Per Year, by Carrier ..,.97.50 the crabbed and cynical "old maid1
Ouny Per Month, by Carrier... .65 of
yesteryear?, Some may survive in
Daily Par Week, by Carrier .. .15
remoter sections, but they will
the
weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
as a type, be extinct.
soon,
MaiJ
2.00
Per Year, by
The unmarried woman of a certain
1.00
Six Months
Advertisers are guaranteed.' the age today is as progressive and
largest daily and weekly circulation
as her married sisters. She,
o? any newspaper in northeastern New
too, has interests, not merely hob
Mexico.
bles, but live interests, which keep
in touch with the world's latest
her
COLORADO TELEPHONE
The greater independence of
thought.
Main
Business Office..
woman may not have increased the
Main
Editorial Rooms
Main
number of spinsters, any more than
Society Editor
the broader education of woman has
SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1911.
done, notions to the contrary notwithstanding, but both these have un
contributed to the passing
DOES
WORRY
doubtedly
WHAT
of the type which Mrs. Easton deWoman today
clares has vanished.
Dr. Snow of London, the distin
a much wider sphere, and
occupies
now
guished opponent of vivisection,
the ' broadening of that sphere has
vow Vnric. savs that worry Is furnished activities that have made
the most frequent cause of cancer. the elimination of the "old maid"
Ia times past this affliction, which is type inevitable- Then, too, there is the more ra
becoming increasingly prevalent, has tional view of life. Where the intro
been attributed to the excessive con- spective vision of the "old maid" of
even half a
sumption of meat, to fish and
century ago found expression
to eggs. If worry predisposes human- in, the soured countenance and vine
In gary disposition, modern life, with its
ity to such a scourge as this,
wider outlook, has brought out the
which
for
ills
other
the
all
to
addition
best. Even "youngness," - as Mm.
ir is held responsible, it is plain that Easton says, "is a condition," a feelthe earth has few evils so great or so ing that enables one to enter joy
fully into the spirit of things, of the
general.
events and happenings of your dally
slay
and
heredity
Where contagion
life, whereas "oldness" is a condition
hunkills
its
their thousands, worry
of doubt, inertia and despondency, of
Worry leads excusing one's self for
dreds of thousands.
being
moody, cynical or fussy on
straight to Insanity. It prepares the
kidney the plea "I'm getting old."
way for consumption and
And the vanishment of the type of
nervous
systrouble. It shatters the
fifty
years ago is proof that she is
a
tem and thus is the forerunner of
right.
vihundred complaints which lower
o
tality, produce suffering and result
n

3

I

in untimely death.
Progress in sanitary science, in
surgery and in medical practice has
lengthened the average span of life
in spite of conditions which undeniably increase the sum of worry. In fact,
worry is the price that many pay
for the advantages which they now
enjoy. If mankind could have had
the full benefit of the wonderful discoveries of the past century or more,
with none of the drawbacks of increasing worry, the average of life
would be much greater than it is.
One trouble about worriment Is that
it usually afflicts the wrong people.
It abides in most cases with the asrepiring, the conscientious and the
intemperance,
Indolence,
spectable.
ignorance and crime have only a
speaking acquaintance with worry.
Worry is the torment of the worthy
poor and it ia the destruction of the
well-to-d-o
wiho are considerate of duty.
A wider distribution of this burden
of civilization, to the relief of manv,
to the sobering of others, would be
the best thing that could happen to
the race. Borne worry is essential-Tomuch worry and no worry at all
are the things that destroy.
o

MEN WITH A PAST $KtS
A Brooklyn lawyer, suspended from

practice, who disappeared seven years
ago and was thought to have committed suicide, reappears as the leader
of the minority in the Michigan sen
ate. The chief of police at Danville,
Va., is recognized after many years
as an escaped convict under sentence
in Georgia.
During the recent political campaign
a candidate Cor governor in a west
ern state was identified as one who
in youth had participated in a crime
of violence on the Texas border. The
governor-elec- t
of a southern state
proves in infancy to have been a
foundling.
It is pleasing to note that in every
one of these cases identity was ad
mitted and that the honorable record
of after-lif- e
was generally accepted as
atoning for early misdeeds or obscure
origin. .Exposure, therefore, while
painful in. come instances, has not
operated to discourage those who in
many other, places are seeking toon
estly and Industriously to overcome
the disadvantages of a bad start.
Experiences such as these give
heart to optimists, furnish prison-r- e
formers with
teal and
prove the genuineness of a democracy which does not dwell unduly
upon the past of anybody or anything.

TOO RADICAL

RADICALS

One of

and that within tlx months a definite announcement can be made that
(
a specific remedy has been obtained.
Infantile paralysis Is one of the
"
in
most bafflilng diseases that the med
ical world contends with. It has been
one of the most fatal, and the death j , K!ng.o, Jsmau.s, Mini U.-- Oe
.
Figure lo attach St. Andrew to the
IVd.-were
the
numerous
ho
txvti
Nel 0iina.
during
ieitl
past year
hu ..... '
.
n
enough to arouse the doctors to tie
regretted by authorities In
of
tod
Ixh.0 ajijlni-Culumbutn tru&utef l
necessity
exerting every energy
WuUcroo who approved of the ex-- t
wards finding some method of Ugh' the l'ci:-- d Stale.
Iiftit of the Panama "revolution."
pow
,wiUJ
Th I'nlted State went so far as to
lng the disease. While particularly ers to bpko'Iji
"
fatal to children and numbering mot: of differences that tve rU'-laterrot ate the provisional govern-- I
of its victims among such, it has also 'the diamemberment of ColoraMa in meet of the new republic whether it
i
attacked adults with the usual fatal 1W3.
St. Andrew aa part of its ter-- i
results. News, that a cure will be i
but
the revolutionary junta re- he
rstorjr.
reolred
to
advlcs
According
found for this malady is gratifying j
that It did not; the Islands al-j- r
the Colombian irovrro
from.
to all interested in the battle of sci- ment Bogota
had been under the government
is sanguine that General Os
ence against disease. The result it
a
of another department Efforts were
plna will be aWe to
another assurance that in time all tlement
that will aeeure auiMUnnai made to bring about the secession of
the diseases which have defied the
to Colombia for lw ef the Ulanda, but their Inhabitants redoctors for centuries will be over compensation
It ia stated, that In return fused to joint In the "revolution."
come and placed in the list of those territory.
Colombia la expected to grant certain St. Andrew was survived In so far
which are not so dangerous
that
which are belnir sought b as Captain Hubbard of the United
death is a foregone conclusion when facilities
Statea cruiser Nashville could mako
I'nlted
States.
the
attacked. The triumphs of medicine
reeonnotsances with his landing paralong the experimental lines will go
ties jut before the outbreak In Pan- Admirable Naval Bate
on until the greatest enemies of hu
I'nlted
which
the
The
facilities
man life are subdued through the
Thl special mission to Washington
States Is tald to seek in Colombia
application of scientific principles.
cesfo'
lows unsuccessful efforts on the
than
none
can
other
be
probably
sion of the Island of St. Andrew, In part of the United States, through the
the Caribbean sea, or the harbor of Panama government, to effect a setthe ancient fortified city of Carta- tlement by meana of a special mission
gena, or both as coaling station and of CatIoh Mendora to the Colombian
naval
bases for protect ion of the Pan- capital.
Which
The check
the comely
Ceneral Pedro Nel Ospina is a minyounf German woman handed in at ama Canal.
ing:
bat
to
Columbia
time
time
From
engineer, resident of Medillln, casav
the window of a Walnut street
ings fund bank the other day was been agitated by rumors thst the pital of the state of Antioquia, and
to Gretchen H, United States might seize Cartagena the ttKw progressive city of the remade
payable
Gretchen Schmidt. The man at the a a naval base. It possesses a fine public. He Is largely Interested In
d
harbor, approaching the mining and reputed to be wealthy. He
receiving teller's window called her
back just as she was turning away old walled city, which was pro- la a neighbor and close personal
tected In Spnnlsh days by hilltop for friend of the new president. Dr. Carlos
to rectify the mistake.
In 1903 General O spina
"You dont deposit this quite this tlflcaUons commanding the town and Reetrepo.
was a member of the Colombian spe"See, you have rlie entrance to the hay.
way, he explained.
St. Andrew, or San Andres, Is one cial mission in Washington protesting
forgotten the H."
The young woman looked at her o' a group of islands about 100 miles trainut American Intervention and
off the east coast of Nicaragua, be the seizure of Panama, He has been
check and blushed a rosy red.
"Ach, so I haf," she murmured, and longing to the Colombian government president of both houses of the Colwrote hurriedly:
and the nearest naval base that could ombian congress and has been probe obtained separate from the Isth- minently mentioned for the presiden"Age 23."
Philadelphia Times.
mus for protection of the Caribbean cy. Tie U widely traveled and reads
He was a great bore, and was talk end of the canal.
and speaVs English fluently.
ing to a crowd about the election.
He said:
THE DISAGREEABLE MAN.
A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia
"Bunco is a good man. He is capa
Is too often the fatal sequence. Folble, honest, fearless and conscieney's Honey and Tar expel the cold,
tious. He will make the very kind
checks the la grippe, and prevents
penun-.oniIt la a prompt and reliof M. P- we need. He once saved
able rough medicine that contains no
.
my life from drowning."
narcotica It Is as safe for your chil"Do you really want to see Bunco
dren as yourself. O. Q. Schaefer and
solemn-faced
old
a
elected?" asked
Red Cross Drug Co.
man.
'I do, indeed. I'd do anything to
Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
see him selected," said the bore.
on tap at the Opera bar and is one
"Then never let anybody know he
of the finest draft beers served over
saved jour life," counseled the sol- any bar In the city.
emnfaced man.

FOlt

the

interesting bits of
political gossip connected with the
late session of congress deals with
the protest of Cummins and Brown,
"Proleading lights in the
gressive Republican League," against
the savage attack made by Senator
Bourne of Oregon on President Taft.
If the protest was made In good faith,
it may be taken for granted that it
was inspired rather by a sense
of
danger than by compunction. As a
matter of expediency such attacks
on the president
are double-edgeswords, harming him that smites
more than the smitten one, and as
such they are to be deplored by the
insurgents who see their only hope
cf retaining the power they have at
present in convincing the voters that
they are really republicans, "fighting
within the party." A radical who Is
too radical for Cummins must- - be
Almost
wonderfully unconservative.
as sorry a spectacle ' as that of
Bourne assailing the president ' is
that of Cummins and the other insurgent leaders pretending to defend
d
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$1.50
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Intermittent Alarm

TAUPE IRt'S

j

ABSORB

LETS

land-locke-

-

Tit-Bit- s.

Teacher I have been trying for
some time to get the room so quiet
that we could hear a pin drop. I have
dropped the pin several times, but
you have been making so much noise
that It has been impossible to hear
it. What do you think we had better
do, children?
Ready Backrow Tie a dumbell to
it next time, teacher. Brooklyn Life

Things That Can't Be
Editor In your story of the fire
"I never permit myself
you refer to the chief as "our invinc- turbed over things that
ible old
helped."
"I thought I heard you
Reporter Yes, sir.
Editor And yet in your next para- little while ago because
graph you say that he was "licked by was spending more than
ance at college."
the flames." Boston Transcript.

Helped.

MARKET

TODAY'S COMPLETE

REPORTS

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
HQWEY AND STOCKS
200.
Chicago, March 11.
New York, March 11. Call money,
Market
Beeves,
steady.
$3.206.90;
4
nomlnaL Prime mercantile paper
Texas steers, f 4. 40 5. 70; western
4 2 per cent Mexican dollars 45.
sters,
4.705.80; stockers and
Sugar 118. At feeders, ?4 5. 85; cows and heifers,
Amalgamated 62
Great Northern, pfd. $2.655.90; calves, $79.
chlson 101
Market 5 cenU
10,000.
Hogs
124
New York Central 106
Light,
?7.057.35; mixed,
Northern Pacific 121
Reading 154 higher.
heavy,
f6.807.15;
?6.357.25;
Union
Southern Pacific 115
rough, $6.806.90; good to choice
Steel 76
pfd.
Pacific 172
heavy, $6.907.15; uigs, $6.707.25:
1--

3--4.

3--

1--

1--

5--

1--

bulk, $7:057.20.
Market steady. NaSheep 2,000tive, $34.90; western, 3.154.90;
WOOL
yearlings, $4.755.85; lambs and
St. Louis, March ll. Wool Market natives, $56.40; western,
$5.25
is unchanged. Territory and western 6.45.
mediums, 19 22; fine medums, 16
118

1--

-

1213.

IS fine,

HE1AL
New York, March 11. Lead and
copper nominally unchanged. Silver

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
52
Kansas City, March 11 Cattle 100.
J5.50
Native
steers,
Market steady.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
6.75; southern steers,
$3.256;
southern cows and heifers, $3.25
Chicago, March 11.. Wheat,
May
5.25; native cows and heifers, $3
91
July 90. Corn, May 50
fi.25; Btockers and feeders, $1.75
Oats, May 31
July 50
5.90; bulls, 45.25; calves, ?4.75
31. Pork, May 17.50; July 16.52
July
8.25; western steers, $5.256.25;
Lard, May 9.12
July 9.07
western cows, $3.255.25.
July 9.07
Ribs, May 9.47
Hogs 2,500. Market 5 cents higher.
Bulk, $707. 10; heavy, ?(L957,05;
packers and butchers, $77.15; light,
If you have trouble in getting rid
of your cold you may know that you
$7.107.15.
'Sheep 500. Market steady. Mut- are not treating it properly. There
should hang
tons, $45; lambs, $5.406.25; fed is no reason why a cold
ou
weeks and it will not if you
wethers and yearlings, $4.405.0; takeforChamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
fed western ewes, $4 4. 75.
For sale by all druggists.
3--

1--

8;

1--

1--

2;

2.

'

S pecia!

Prosy Boarder Do you think tha
face an Index to the mind?
Savage Bachelor Well, when a
Juggins Who was it that said if woman makes up her mind that she
he could make the songs of the peo- has lived single too long she Is apt to
ple he wouldn't care who made the make up her face.
laws?
Don't know. But If he's
Muggins
Advice to Newspaper Man.
the chap who's making the songs of Inspect your hundred-dollar
bills.
In making change so slow a bit;
the people nowadays I'd just like to
Borne chaps who tired of tapping tills
have the making of the laws a little Have
lately made a counterfeit. .
while!
That's all! Red Hen.

,..$1.00

Continuous Alarm

j

Bargains

For rionday and Tuesday, March i3
and 14, at Bacharach's
New Arrivals

25c and 30c

Embroideries

Col-

ored Linens for

to be dis
can't be

."

Man

,

One practical result which is being
Village Druggist Lucas, how do
from the benefactions of we stand in
secured
'
pills?
John D. Rockefeller is the discovery
Assistant We hain't got none for
of remedies for diseases which have
spring epizootic.
long baffled medical skill. TheRocke
Village Druggist Take some o'
feller institute of New York has ac- them white ones an'
'em green.

j

the Caribbean Sea

d

.

complished much in research work,
but its previous achievements promise to be eclopsed by the work about
to be finished in the investigation of
infantile paralysis. According to announcement of the institution th-germ of this disease has been discovered; its place of abode and other
facts have been determined with accuracy. Having ascertained how the
disease originates and in what way
the germ enters the body, it Is certain
that a cure for the disease will be
the next step. The doctors in charge
of the experiments are confident that
they will be successful In their quest

Coveted

il-mt!i

With the Bulging Brow Of
The
"Progressive
Republican course I didn't laugh; but it was all
League" is even threatened with the I could do to keep my face straight.
withdrawal of Cummins and other
Man With the Bulbous . Nose I
if
more
assaults
don't
any
wonder; to keep a face like
shining lights
are made by "progressive" orators yours straight is enough for any one
upon the president. With what an man to do. Chicago Tribune.
unctuous assumption of virtue does
Mr. Cummins "stand for Taft" at this
.Casey Phwat kind av a hors is
late day. President Taft has shown a cob?
by some of his later actions more
Mulligan It's wan thot's been raisthan magnanimity toward the insur- ed intoirly on corn, ye ignoramus.
gents, but ihe ought to fortify himself Boston Transcript.
against the peril of being championed by their rank leaders.
Wagg Why did Henpeck leave the
o
church?
Jaggs Somebody told him marACCOMPLISHES SOME GOOD
riages were made In heaven. Judge.

him.

...

I

id

dye

Judge.
Weary Walter I lost 'arf a crown
yesterday.
Tired TImOtheus Did y 'ave a 'ole
in yer pocket?
Weary Walter No; the bloke wot
dropped it heard it fall.
"

Tit-Bit- s.

Foley Kidney Pills

Neutralize and remove the poisons
that cause backache, rheumatism, nervousness and all kidney and bladder
Irregularities. They build up and restore the natural action of these vital
organs. O. G. Schaefer and ReS Cro3
Drug Co.

Real

Her Father

worrying a
your son
his allow

Thrift

I hope that young man
who comes to see you is a thrifty
chap?
His Daughter He Is, father; he
saves a quarter of bis salary every
week.

Her Father Huh! When I was his
age I saved half a .dollar.
Best draught beer in the city, at
the Lobby, of course.

Boy's Spring Caps

Summer Wash Fabrics
Women's Oxfords and
Pumps
Women's Shirt Waists

Suits and
Dresses, Per Yd.
18c

Manhattan Shirts
Men's Kirchsbaum Suits

Warner's

Rust-Pro- of

Corsets
Lord and Taylor's
mer Underwear

Sum-

Light Colored
Wash Percales
36 inches
wide, Per Yard

15c

Yards
Best Dress

colds and Headaches.
due to constipation.

Ginghams
for $M5

Best for men. women
and children : young

10 Yards to Each Customer

effects, always note the
name of the Company,

Retailers

and old.
To act its Beneficial

Cauornia Fio Syrup (o.
plainly printed on the
front of every package
of the Genuine

of Pine
Merchandise

offered. jWe want you
to see these goods, you
will be astonished. All

over Embroideries, Ed
ges and Insertions at
1-

9ic

10

Cleanses the System
effectually: D is Dels

This sale of embroideries brings you the
best values in such
goods that we have ever

Off

$2.25 Black

Sateen or Heath-erbloo-

bunch of those 35c
50c and 65c Men's

A

Petti-

Sox Left, Your Choice

The

-3

Per Pair,

19c

Store nr

oi

ml

JKiv

SAG
mimMtik
e.LasVegas,

coats,
Special Price
$i.4p

......
y
1

1

m
iu
-

Opposite
Castaneda

n.m:

Hotel

-

-

.
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"PERSONALS

Prescripiionlst

LAS VEGAS DAM

;

OF BEAVERS A

c. Oestrich returned this afternoon to Mb home In Albuquerq le.
Assistant District Attorney, Louis
C. Ilfeld is home from' a business
trip to Santa Fe.
Colonel M. M. Padgett returned last
night from Santa Fe, where he spent
W.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

two days on buslnesB.
P. D. Howe and Jacob Davidhizer,
residents of the Mishawaka neighborhood, were in Las Vegas today.
Merle Bonney, who has been here
some time on a business and pleasure
trip, will leave tonight for his home
in Climax, Mich.
J. I. Iverson will leave tonight for
hl3 home in Chicago. Mr. Iveraoa
has been here some time looking r.f
ter business affairs.
Mrs. P. B. January- - and children,
who have been visiting in Arkansas
City, Kan., with Mr. and Mrs. Etter
for several months, will return son?
to their home in Las Vegas.
Miss Kate Mclntyre of Rocky Ford,
Colo., will arrive this evening to take
a position with the Colorado Telephone company. Mis3 Mclntyre la a
sister of Miss Delia Mclntyre of the
W. N. Rosenthal store.
J. G. McCullough, a director of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railof
way, accompanied by members
his family, and
Stevens
of New York, will stop a short time
in Las Vegas next Saturday while on
his way to the Grand Canyon and
California. The party will travel in
a private car which will be attached
to train No. 7.

CO.

Phone Slain 3

We Have

Just

Recei-

ved a Lot of

Western

Garden
Seed
Cin Bulk
and

Package--

"

From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

;

BASEBALL

ON CORNER

LOTS

That spring is about to make its
debut is evidenced by the fact that
the youths of Las Vegas have
answered to the call of the national
game, and are becoming the sole oc
cupants of the corner lots. Already
the music of the crack of the bat
and
the stern stones of "striker
three" can be heard and the fact,
that baseball is about to again step

BIG SALE OF
METAL BEDS

REALITY

Spring: Merchandise

LAST NIGHT
AT .A MEETING
CHARTER CLASS OF SEVENTY-SIWAS ELECTED

-

x

New Suits

New Dress Goods

New Neckwear

New Coats

New Silks

New Belts

New Dresses

New Wash Goods

New Leather Goods

New Skirts

New Table Linens

New Novelties

New Waists

New Embroideries

New Lace

j.

Papen

NowyYou Better

Get a "Farm

$11 45 for a $15.00 Vernis
Martin bed with
Continuous Posts.
$11.65 for $15.00 Square Post
Vernis Martin Iron Beds, the
newest noveliy.

ESTABLISHED 1862

$13.95 for a $17.50 Brass Bed
with
Posts, a royal treat
for those wanting a Brass Bed.

the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler
on Seventh street, where the remain
der of the. evening was spent in muoh

Look at window display for
Big Reductions in other metal
beds.

jollity.

ALSO DRESSERS

TE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y.

M.'.C. A..

E. Las Vegas

And now they say the wedding is to
take place in Juna

clo-ln.-

i

'

'

!.-..-

,

-

Oes-trelc-

-

self-invite- d

Anti-Can't-

Estate

Frank Revell,

nHlUHtSTtK b

r.

,

I

Tfflo-ht-

I

HAFFNERCQ

TONVER

COIvQ

,,..

slgna-Tablet-

.

T

.

e'

-

--

.
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Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler were presented, in honor of their crystal anniversary, with many handsome gifts, v
among which cut glass predominated.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler's guests were
Messrs. and Mesdames John H. York,
Norman Skinner, C. H. Sdhirmer, H.
W. Goelltz, H. S. Van Petten, C. D.
Boucher, B. T. Mills, G. H. KInkel,
Clarence Iden, E. L. Hammond, Mrs.
George A. Fleming, Mlsa Woods, Miss
'
Gilmore, R. J. Taupert.
The menu served was as follows:
Blue Points on Shell
Melon Mangoes
Ripe Olives
Flanked White Fish Cardinal Pomme

Parislenne
Filet Mignon Trianon Brnssell
Sprouts Persllade
Roast Squab Sur Canape au C reason
Crab Flake Salad
Small Cakes
Neopolitan Ice Cream
Bents Crackers
Camembert Cheese
Cafe Noir

,

.

Harris

'

$4.85 for This Week

A member of the younger social
er, Richard Devine, Frank Strass, W. set, who Is as popular as she is pretThomas ty. Is said to 'fie wearing a diamond
3Iorants, W. H. Rogers
Grocer and Butcher.
$
Keaveney, John P. Condon, Charles ring on the third finger of her left
Rosenthal, Harry I. Herring, Harry hand. Her friends suspect she is en- somebody who fastened it shut with
.
Wingo, Lorenzo Delgado, Leo Tipton, gaged.
padlock and chain. The lock on the
into the. limelight of spotdom is now
Thomas A. Johnsen, C. B. Perclval,
side door of the building also was
being awaited for with much enthusiW. E. Eastman, Chester A, Hunker,
of the Jammed. These little events only admembers
the
This
evening
asm. The youths that are expected
W. F. Doll, C. Nelson Bobbins, Louis High School basketball team will en- ded to the merriment of the occato grip the hands of all the notables
D. Voss, George E. Sutneriana, a. a. tertain the girls' team of the school sion.
in the future and be the Comiskeys
a dinner at the Castaneda hotel.
Lehmann, George J. cassarcz, vuaoI
and Cobbs of the next few years, are
O'Malley, J. Fred Anton, Harry
The affair 13 In honor of the Highs' Mlsa Kelly Victim
n.. oaiiici, recent
at present getting a line upon what
Job
of Surprise Party
Cutler, Sam Morgan,
victory and will mark the
material they have at hand and are
Edward E. Johnsen, J. Howard Clary.Mlsa Helen Kelly was reminded
season In the
taaketball
of
the
Treasurer
and Joseph Mur- school.
'
them into shape to be ready retary T. M. El wood;
'"'
J.
rounding'
Robert
Taupert
that
,
Tuesday was her birthday When
FOR
ACRES
160
$300
:
V. H. Springer;
Chaplain C. H. pay. ,
at the summoning of "play bail.
i
a
of her friends called upon her
party
Only m mile ifrom court house;
Bally; Guide, W. C. Dennis; Guaron
the
evening of that day to offer
L.
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts enter
dianWalter Hoke; Sentinel D.i
has timber, grass, creek and good
CHILDREN AFFECTED
her
thedr
congratulations. The1 young
tained at an informal luncheon yes
Cole; Trustees Robert J- - Taupert, NORMAL TO RESUME
piece: plowland.
at the home of the
gathered
Mu
people
Drink.
PFood
and
Mother'
D. McElroy;
By
E. J. McWenle,
terday for Miss Rose Hornbein of ,
Misses Cunningham. Their arrival
160 ACRES FOR $640
of
her
is
the
who
sicianEdward W. Thlas; rnoura- guest
Denver,
home was a complete
Many babies have been launcnea Dher J I,. Tooker; Press Agen-tSESS10NS0N MONDAY Bister, Miss Mildred Hornbein, a at the Kelly
About 7 miles out; 60 acres
Hiss
Helen. Each of the
to
into life with constitutions weakened Colbert C. Root
member of the Normal .faculty. Mrs. surprise
plowland, the rest canyon, tima. "foolish" .pre,
were
along
guests
officers
brought
the
moth
After their election
Roberts' guests were Misses Rose
ber and grazing, has creek and by disease taken in with, their
INCREASand the unwrapping of th'g parent
TO
POINT
President
INDICATIONS
seated
too
be
cannot
and
by
installed
Mothers
milk.
Mildred
ers'
Hornbein, Margue
Hornbein,
spring.
occasioned much merriment. ReED ENROLLMENT' DURING
During the evening Harry
careful as to the food they use while
rite Cluxton, Grace Kline, Cornelia cels
and a big birthday cake
freshments
having
160 ACRES FOR $2,400
Krause,
Julius
or
and
ra.
n
Lorenzen
SEMESTER
Ellison.
nil
... LAST
Murray and Nellie
a
metnoa
were
unowuumjbrought by the girls and the
Four miles north on Eighth
The experience of a Kansas City been chosen by
swim
to
were
required
of the cake was done with
to
Camfield
the
cutlng
Beavers,
street at the shore of
mother is a case in point:
A jolly picnic was enjoyed yesier- Monday morning, after a vacation
which they did, to
Miss Kelley's"
waters,
muoh
the
ceremony.
barn
muddy
from
has
drinker
coffee
.wasia.
house,
"I
reservoir site;
great
"
of one week, the Normal University day by the member of
oi
admiration
and
amusement
Misses Mary Tipvers
the
gnSl
a child, and thought I could not do
stable, corrals and little orchard,
class of the Christian Sunday
dam. C. H. will resume its work. Registration
the
of
brothers
Cluxton,
their
Marguerite
was
Coots',
ton,
Mary
without, it."- But I found at last it
Cheap.
Miss Linnie Bentley
will contmi'e school, of
A. M. Hammond, W. C. Dennis. for the spring term
CunningDaily.
Raohael
MargUerlW
had
I
Ward,
For
harm.
me
years
doing
the teacher. The party drove to
180 ACRES FOR $3,600
J L. Tooker, Chester Hunker and P.
ham and Helen Cunningham f JfeBsrs.
during the entire day. Tuesday school Romerorllle in a
been troubled with dizziness, spots
the
of
wagon, taking along Leo
to
the
delight
A. Brinegar,
Pour miles out on Mora road;
continue
Will
and
Tipton, Walter Hoke, Lawrence
before my eyes and pain in my heart,
the work will begin
plenty of good things to eat. The day Clark,
Heavers, drove the last'stakeB In
has buildings and corrals. Can
commenceHarry Wingo, Henry Hlpsh,
two
later,
until
years
was
added,
to which
without interruption
was spent in outdoor games. Those
dam in a masterful manner.
J. Howard Clary and
nearl-- - all be irrigated by pump
Shaw,
Henry
1.
It
a chronic f sour stomach.
,
on
June
occurs
Bent-leyin the party were, Miss Linnie
The charter list of the Beavers ment, which
Varae.
Robert
7
ing.
months
ago,
"The baby .was born
Mary Lowery, Marguerite Cou
contains the names of many promin is expected that the enrollment for
and almost from the beginning, it, ent Las Vegans. It is representative.
Ethel Harper, Eva Cook, Edith
consid
a
sins,
show
will
term
the spring
St. Patrick's Social
too, suffered from sour stomach. She It is planned to maintain the same erable increase over that of, the two Selsor, Ethel Stewart, Estelle Idler,
Co
Real
By Epworth League
me!
was taking it from
high standard now that the charter terms preceding it President Roberts Carrol Blake, Edward Ward, Robert
The Epworth League of the First
friend
a
consulted
I
vote
ine
distress
oi
'In
a
my
hua heen closed. By
"77612INCOLN AVENUE.
has received letters from several pqv Thompson, George Newell, Russell M. E-- church has planned a most
me
of more experience and she told
dam it wa8 aeciied not to accept the sons who expect to enroll.
Lindberg.
unique social, for next Tuesday night
to auit coffee, that coffee did not Hianpnsatlon offered by the supreme
Four students are expected to come
in the church parlors. It partakes of
Ich would have allowed the from Wagon Mound. All are graduates
make good milk. I have Blnce ascer- dam
The soc'al monotony, due to the ob the St. Patrick spirit, which alone
the
under
the
tained that it really dries up
admission of members
of the Elehth grade of the Wagon servance of the Lenten season, will will lend much frivolity and mirth to
milk.
charter fee for a period of thirty Mound schools in the class of 19H be broken Friday night of the coming the occasion. Along with other en
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
'So. I auit coffee and tried tea and dayg. instead it was determined to Dr Roberts is particularly pleased week
by the concert and play to be tertalnment a good musical program
of
Kinds
All
on
at laat cocoa. But they did not agree raiBe the initiation fee to $10 with to receive students from the Wagon given for the benefit of the Catholic has been arranged. The Epworth
Estimates Furnished
$25
at
a
it
Building J oo worn opeumit
Mound schools because of the high church of East Las
with me. Then I turned to rostum the intention or piacmg
Vegas, and which League issues to all its friends the
Opposite uptio nriti, h lumntaHt results. It proved within a short time.
..Phone. Main"336
standard maintained by them. Befoie will be staged in the Duncan
the
opera following invitation:
of
can be graduated from the house. The
student
a
to be the very thing I needed. It notml Plans for the establishment
ladies
of
AmAtlff
the church, hav- Oh, kind friend we serve you notice
Jl.xinnnJ
a onfaMlv wlHh nahv ana Reavers' ciud were uiBumvcu.
i
trade class he must have
t
that your prisince is required
entertainment
the
ing
In, charge, have
of the committees to be appointed by passed the territorial examination aud
JflLLO,
At a grand and lively doin's, 'tis your
my sen, but it ,noreased the flow
worked
A
comfor
several
diligently
weeks
home
is
the
fnm
cer
"
I
Ik
.1.
f.
President Plowman
"
received a second grade teasneis
self as is desired;
Bi
my milk.
and the affa r promises to be a suc
Iiaan4
t'Ills in Hi Mid
v"
oW J"' ettlllcWX
!t ,ffAA and mittee. which will at once set about tificate. On his recent visit to Wag
And ye also are requlsted for each
Kl
Ibbon.
VX
Blua
with
boiei. lealrd
cess.
St.
Patrick's
As
he
is
rooms.
excanted
day
an
tor
r
the
op
on Mound, Dr. Roberts had
TL no oilier. fwints-TEi
letter av your name.
s used Postum ahd. Quickly got well of planning
from the Lenten calendar, therefore,
of committees is an im- lMAMONI IIUAMt PILLS, for S
of witnessing the work be
appointment
had
heen
he
portunity
.u.
To bring at least a penny, this small
Reliable
Best.
L1H3
Sfest. Alwin
u known u
l J yrc4Ji
the
concert
and
Plowman
Mr.
on
that
date.
was
It
play
consideration,
ing done by the schools and he
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS tVLKl riHLKt
troubled. I no longer suffer rrom tne portant will not be
bag will hold the same.
is an annual event to which society
prepared to make favorably impressed with it.
likely
in
my
Wind
There'll be musio and divarslons, and
pain
spells,
flwrfnw.
in
known
looks
forward.
his
general
appointees
the names of
On account of the fact that mny
there'll be refrtehmentg too.
heart or sour stomach.
for a day or two,
schools throughout the
of
th
county
from
Sarved by gallant lads and- lassies,
my
Postum
"Now we all drink
the
of
list
charter
Following is the
territory have finished their work
fair as they are swate and thrue,
Faculty Host to
V
husband to my seven montms oia
of teachnrs will High School Students
number
considerable
lodge:
best
the
Shure,
B..
yell get an Irish wilklm.soon
McWenle,
E.
J.
baby. It has proved to be
M. M. Padgett,
enroll in the spring term, It 's
Because
as
We
of
wind
the
iver
and
used.
ye are seen
ever
high
we
have
hot drink
T. Plowman, Don w. l,usk, k..
pected.
rain the students of the With your little bag av pennies and
threatening
would not give up Postum for the best Twirohfill. Oarlos P. Dunri, Colbert
ENGRAVBRS-rRiNTER- ?
Pupils in the grades at the Normal High school did not hold their bona tiny bit av green.
we ever drank." Name given C. Root. William H. Springer, L. C,
.ir
are
requested to register at 9 r do
fire and celebration
Mich.
on
the
Creek,
High.
B.
Battle
Co..
Walter
Hoke,
Postum
by
WItten, R. E, Vasse,
Monday morning. Those in the acad School
The Wheelers Celebrate
campus last night.
Get the little book "The Road to t stmt Duncan. Jr.. F- - M. Lyon, emy and normal department ate to
teachers
invited
to
the
the Wedding Anniversary
students
Wheatcroft,
Wellville," in pkgs.
Harry H. Lusk, George
report at 10:30 o'clock.
In honor of the fifteenth anniver
i. m. u. A. building wnere they serv
"There's a Reason.'
Harrv L. Lorenzen, D. L. Cole, H. D.
of their marriage Mr. and Mrs.
C.
new
sary
A
ed
John
letter?
Mrs;
refreshments.
D.
Appetising
Clark,
Ever read the above
Hlpsh, Lawrence
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Cohn led the crowd In sing A. O. Wheeler entertained a company
D. DavidCharles
R.
time.
to
time
They
Dennis,
W.
Clark
from
one appears
Irwin,
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
ing school songs after the refresh of their friends at dinner yesterday
P. A. Brinegar, P.
- E. W. GROVE'S
,r nenulne. true, and full of numan son, C H. Baily,
cure.
rails
to
ments had disappeared before the evening at the Castaneda hotel. The
Saul Rosenthal, T. M.
T, .McElroy;
refund money if it
Druggists
M.
G.
Cary.
hardy appetites of the celebrators affair was charming in every appoint
Elwood, H. C. iKeld,
ture is on each box. 25c.
Juliu?
Russell,
R.
E.
"o'
Bendix,
r1'
V""o' Morris
During the evening , the party vas. ment. During the evening Mr. and
Trv a dramV
... . n .' v.r
to RiftUfilsmlth. Greensboro,
row'
witnessed through the , window, so Mrs. Wheeler received the congratu
B. Krause, Lee R GIrard, Bennett
Tk,
The most common cause of insoma- B.
Ament,
J.
1
v.. in rhildren. and like most
C.
sever lations of their guests, who wished
Pugh,
John
S. Hale,
nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham the High school bunch say, by
children they frequently take cold.
M. Hammond, H. 1 berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets al of the defeated Normal warriors. them many more happy celebrations
L.
Tooer,A.
J
' Foltried several kinds of cough
w ,
correct these disorders and, enable The front door of the building was of their wedding anniversary.
never
Hoag, W. S. Dougherty, D. w.
Finch's t?bWm Wedding r
medicine." he says, "but Have much
R-Edward
vou to sleep. Fori sale by all drug- locked in a mynterious manner by lowing the dinner the guests went to
' Lord,
G. A. Smith, Dr. F.
found any yet that W the
n ft? wood. TMrr frnm fllsfniPrr
Bak- W. Thlas, Joseph Talchert, J. C.
KOOd
of
S9 Uuamuei lam b
j you. At.
by aU drugglstfl" edy."

A.

&

Whether you are ready to buy or not, come in and see the many new novelties of the
season get acquainted with the new styles. We are showing the largest variety in every
department, we have ever shown and will be glad to show YOU the new things. ' .

-:-

Ach du lieber. Oh, you Beaver!
Didn't ride the ram.
But the roaring flood all filled with
,
mud
The Beaver bravely swam.
Not once he sank till he reached th s
bank
Of the new Las Vegas Dam.
Las Vegas 'Dam No. 81, of the In
dependent Order or Beavers, was
last night, the
formally installed
members
charter class of seventy-siwas elected to membership and obli
gated, two candidates were picked
from the number and made to swim
the muddy waters for the amusement
or their brother Beavers, officers were
elected and plans were laid for the
future success and prosperity of the
dam.
The installation occurred in
the Fraternal Brotherhood hall on
Fountain Square. W. C. Ostreich,
president of the Albuquerque dam of
the order, was present and ' presided
ai the meeting. He was assisted by
Supreme Organizer B. E. Hockaday,
who organized the charter class.
It was the most enthusiastic gath
ering of men in the interest .of fra
ternity that has been held in Las
Vegas in many years. As the mys
teries of Beaverdom were unfolded
to the charter class its members bo- came still more enthused.
Las Vegas Dam No. 81 began Its
existence in a manner that spells
success for its future. A magnificent
list of officers was chosen. These are
men of business ability and judgment,
men who have an interest In the wel
fare of Las Vegas and men who will
work for the advancement of the
principles of Beaverdom in this city.
Under their direction the dam undoubtedly will prosper and will rapid
ly take a foremost place among the
fraternal
organizations of Las Ve
r
gas:
The officers elected follow: Presi
dent E. T. Plowman;
J. F- - Anton; Past Presidents Edward W. Thlas and F. M. Lyon; Seo

o

Each of our departments is now complete with its new stock of Spring Merchandise.
New in every sense of the word new styles, new colors and new combinations.

A $6.25 Iron Bed Any
Color or Size, With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs

Tuesday Big Day
In Jawleh Calendar
Tuesday will be a big day in the
Jewish caendar, it being the day on
which Purim, or the Feast of. Lots Is
celebrated. In the afternoon at Fra
ternal Brotherhood hall an the chil
dren will participate Jn a party, whila
will alt down
at night the grown-up- s
to an elaborate banquetj tj fee fol-Iowe4 Jby. & dance.
Purim, or the Feast of Lots, finds
its entire story and purpose told with
fine dramatic fervor and power in the
Biblical Book of Esther. Whatever
literary and historical criticism may
deduce, we are certain that at threatened persecution, fortunately averted
by the combined bravery of Esther
and her uncle, Mordecai, was the underlying fact upon which the feast
;
was built.
During the fifth century, B. C, the
Jews were living happily under Persian rule. Mordecai, who sat In tho
k'ng's gate as a proof of his loyalty
to the realm, had Incurred the hatred
of the prime minister, Haman, before
whom he refused to bow in servile
obeisance. To Mordecai such bending
of the knee was slavery and idolatry.
Haman construed it not as a purely
personal discourtesy but as a sign of
dlsloyalt yto the crown. Subsequent
Morde-cal'- s
events, which demonstrated
loyalty of the king, whose life
ha saved, only served to add fuel to
Haman'a determination to wreck vengeance upon him. His plan. involved
not only the discomfiture of Ms arch
enemy by means of the gallows, but
also the destruction of all the Jews
in the kingdom of one hundred and
twenty-seve- n
provinces.' The drawing
of
of lots selected the fourteenth
Adar aa the most auspicious day for
the wholesale slaughter of the innocents. Throwing aside the court
amenities, Esther boldly enters the
regal presence of the king; after.
two unsuccessful attempts, she rises
to her queenly dignity and grandeur, and reveals the plot and perfidy
of Haman to the king, her royal
spouse. Haman dug his own pit. Sal
vation and enlargement came. Jewish
womanhood and manhood asserted itself. The fourteenth day of "Adar
was set aside for annual rejoicing and
was called Purim, the Feast of Lots.
Gifts were exchanged 'and portions
were sent to the poor. Today the
feast has become, even more than
formerly, a day of domestic and social
enjoyment. It has grown to be especially a children's feast.
In the synagogues the Book of Esther Is read, and Invariably, as during
the Middle Ages,' a collection is made
for philanthropic causes.
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In a penny morning- sheet:
"We would aava a pot of money
If we didn't have to eat."

T

U:A

a

Tvt

To-wi- t:

That's a fact beyond disputing.
And It's erldent, no leas
That our wad would be much fatter
If w didn't have to dress.
Furthermore, by the some token.
It Is plain to any gawk
We'd be In a lot on footwear
If w didn't have to walk.
Then again we'd do more labor
And some extra shekels reap, .
Also save on beds and bedding-If we didn't have to sleep.
up, to this conclusion
Free Indorsement you will give:
That vast wealth would Una our sockets
If we dldn t have to live.

Summing-

I

Si

I

I

,

IS mm
Optlc'e

Branded
II
On left shoulder
fl
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before. March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, raid estray will be so'd
by this Board for the benefit o t;.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. A!

First

FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cent per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
Na ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be booked at apace actually set, with
aut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
HATES

r.lalo and Female
Help Wanted
WANTED Farm hand. Apply Ham-- ,
mond ranch at Romeroville or adi
dress Box 361, E. Las Vegas.

last

LADIES

12 per
Make supporters,
hundred; no canvassing; material
furnished. Stamped envelope for
particulars. Wabash Supply Co.,

Dept. Q., 389, Chicago.
$25 WEEKLY and expenses to trust
worthy people to travel and distribute samples for big wholesale house.
C. H. Emery. V 489, Chicago.

First class cook.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.

Mrs.

Wanted
WANTED

BtrloUy nuMtorn room with
bath, la private tamily, by gentle-maparmaaonUyloccXedlnalty not
a healthseeker. Seventh or Eighth
streets preferred. Address B., care
of Optic

n

For Sale
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks. $n.oo per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
FOR SALE

Legal blanks of all descriptions. Notary seal and reo
ords at The Optic office.

FOR RENT CHEAP 4 room cottage
partly furnished, garden, chicken
house, barn and oow lot, on car line.
Inquire 417 Eighth street
FOR RENT Three convenient housekeeping rooms, furnished 321 Lincoln.

er

The Brass Band.
the campaign band.

Oh, lucky Is

The same old tunes It gayly blows
With occupation at command
No matter how the landslide goes.

Started Well.
"He has written a book telling how
to dress on a thousand a year."
"Is It convincingly and clearly

To-wi-
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pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14,
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby eiven to
,
may concern that the following de- was taken ud by
"ay ammai
Walter Coleman.
Elk. w m
One brown mare 8 or 10

kn

To-wi- t:

UiU.

Branded
fin loff

LOCAL TIME CARD

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh

WEST BOUND
Arrive
1:50 P.

M.

6:15 A. M.
5:15 P. M.

6:85 P.

M.

Depart
;

.

7
9

2:10
6:20
6:40 P. M.
7:00 P. M.
P. M.
A. M.

EA8T BOUND
Arrive
N0- No- -

s

No
No

8
10

9:10 P.

No.

10

M.

11:25 P. M.
1:15 A. M.

i:45 p. j
Depart

No- - 2
No. 4
No- - 8

ment.

9:15 p n.
n:80 p. M.

1:25 A.

M.

2:io p.

m.

When you have rheumatism in your
foot or instep, apply Chamberlain's
Liniment and you will get Quick relief. It costs but a Quarter.
Why
Suffer? For sale by all druggists.

The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
to discuss intelligently

he day.

o
S1

with his business acquaintances

the timely events of

s

(Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable

.is

o

to

every member of your family.
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
New Mexico and the world at large.

hw

lo-wi- t:

is

Send to my address until I order it discontinued
DAILY OPTIC.

THE

15 Cents a Week
BY

Name.
Address

Mail or Carrier

.

o

o

mi

icrlbed estray animal was taken up bv
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
THE LOBBY
t:
One brow(n cow, weighs
750
about
lbs.
8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Branded
bsjm THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
HANDLED
On left ribs
V4
Said animal being unknown to lu.o
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be Bo'd
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. O. E. Meets first and third
Tuesday
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,'
Regular communievenings each month, at Fraternal
Albuquerque, N. M.
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
cation first and
are
cordially invited. B. F. McGulrs.
In
third Thursday
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
Estray Advertisement
each month. VisitNotice la hereby given to whom It
ing brothers cor FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
may concern that the following deWilliam H. Stapp, W.
invited.
scribed
was
animal
102 Meets every Monday
dially
taken
estray
up
by
Advertisement
Estray
night at
Notice is hereby given to whom it Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
One
sorrel
faced
concern
blazed
may
that the following de.
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
vest of Fountain Square, a! eight
scribed estray animal was taken up by mare 5 or 6 years old.
TEMPLAR
KNIGHT8
o'clock.
Branded
Visiting members are corisaacKs, Las Cruces, N. M.
On left Jaw
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presiRegular concl.r second
One black cow about 10
Tuesd
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
in each month at
aranaea
years old, weight about 750 lbs.
On left shoulder
Branded
fl Masonic TsmDle at 7:30 p. u. C. XX Bally, Treasurer.
P
On left ribs
Branded
Benoaer, S. C; Charles Tamme, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE
NO. 545,
On left thigh
Said animal belna unknown to this
Kecorder.
I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesSaid animal being unknown : turn
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
day of the month in the vestry
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
days after last appearance of this ad before March 24. '11. said date belne in
tion first Monday In sach
vertisement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this ado'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estrav will ha nnld
at Masonic Temple, cordially
month
inlvted. Isaac
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Appel,
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
owner when found.
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
H.
Chas.
H.
CATTLE
P.;
SANITARY BOARD.
retary.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albunueraue. N. M
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
Sporleder, Secretary.
Mar.
First pub.
3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
KNIGK(T8 OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Estray Advertisement
S. Meets second and fourth ThursEstrav Advertisement
Notice la herehv irlvpn tn whnnri It
in O. R. C. haU, Pionesr
Thursday
Notice la herebv eiven to whnm it
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agmay concern that the following debuilding.
members are corVisiting
concern
the
do.
may
that
following
scribed estray animal was taken up by
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Thodially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
irrancisco I uaivez, Ojo aliente, N. scriDea estray animal was taken up by
mas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
E. P. MackeL F. S.
Birown & Morrison, Lucia, N. M,
Mrs. Minerva A, Howell, Secretary.
One dark bay mare 15
One brown sir year old
I. O. O. F
LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
steer.
hands high, left hind foot white.
Meets every Monday evening at
Branded
U C Branded
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
On left ribs
their hall on Sixth street. All visitfl O On
'
B ELKNIGHT8
left
shoulder
PYTHIAS
OF
Meets
Said animal belne unknown tn thla
ing Brethren cordially invited to atBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
every Monday evenCarl Werta, N. G.; A, T.
tend,
B
before March 24. '11. said iat hAina- in
Oh left hip
ing in Castle Hall.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secret
days after last appearance of this adVisiting Knights are
Branded
tary; W. E. Grites, treasurer; C. V.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
cordially Invited.
On left hip
LLt
by this Board for the benefit of the
.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
owner when found.
Charles E.
Said animal belne unknown tn this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Chancellor LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD-ERunless
Board,
claimed
owner
on or
by
AlhiinncrniiA V. M
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
oetore
Commander;
4,
said
date being 10
'11,
April
Harry -First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
Meets the second and fourth TuesMartin, Keeper of
days after last appearance of this addays of each month in the W. O. W.
vertisement, said estrav will ha anM
Records and Seal.
Estratf Arivartlcmint
by this Board for the benefit of the
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable)
, Notice la herebv
riven to whom It owneir when found.
BALDY LODGE NOTRAlNAL
Consul; Geo.
Clerk. Vismay concern that the fnllnwlnr Ho.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
union OF AMERICA Meets first iting neighborsLaemmle,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
are cordially InAlbuauermie. M M
and
, third
Wedaesdays of each
First pub. Mar. 11, last pub. Mar. 23. '11
Ejmm isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
vited,
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
One 3 year old heifer, red
with white face, weighs about 600
hall. A. E, Hayward. F. M.; W. A.
DENTISTS.
Estray Advertisement
lbs.
Glvens,
Notice is herehv riven tn
Secretary. Visiting memF. R. LORD
Branded
bers
D V V may concern that tha fniinwtnr
cordially invited.
On left ribs
DENTIST
II U A scribed estray animal was taken up by B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and"
Office Pioneer
uros.
N.
M.
Branded
voppie
AUDuquerque,
Building
r
iourth Tuesday evening of each
t.
On left hip
Rooms $ snd 4
One sorrel pony colt about
month
O.
at
C.
R.
hall
Said animal beine unknown to thla two years old.
Office Phone Main 67
Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited, J. K.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Residence Phone 41a
Branded
before March 24. '11. Bald data halne- in
FOG Martin.. Exalted Ruler; D. W. Oon-On left hip
DR.
E. L. HAMMOND
days after last appearance of this addon, Secretary,
Said animal being unknown to this RED MEN
vertisement, said estray will be sold
DENTIST
Meet in Fraternal Broth
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Suit
4, Crockett
Has Building.
owner when found.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
before April 4, '11, said date being 10
orncs and residence
""ppw
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Thursday of each month, eighth
after last appearance of this ad
days
Albiinnarmia M tui
vertisement. said estrav will Via ni-- i
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting brothFirst pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11. by this Board for the benefit of the
ATTORNEYS
ers always welcome to the wigwam.
H. Hunker
owner wnen found.
Go,
Chester i
W.
O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
HUNKER
HUNKER
Albunnoi-mi- a
chief of records and collector of
Notice is hereby eiven tn vh tm ft
V M
at
Attorneys
Law
folio-winconcern
Mar.
First
that the
11, last pub. Mar. 23, '11
may
de- pub.
wampum.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom jt
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Einitt Isaacks, Las Crucea, N. M.
One red and white steer,
weighs about 800 lbs.
Branded
On left ribs.
Said animal belne unknown tn tin.
Board, unless claimed by owner on o.
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this au
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuauermio. N M
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

To-wi-

To-wl- t:

DIRECTORY

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

Rut-ledg- e,

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

-

barred out on left thitrh.
Said animal being unknown to this
Mrs. Black Cook has broken only Board, unless claimed bv
before March 24. '11. said data
in
one dish today.
Mr. Black That's better. How did uuys aner last appearance of this advertisement, said eatrav will ha
It happen?
by this Board for the benefit of the
Mrs. Black It was the last one.
owner when found.
-j
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuauereiue. N. M
The Melancholy Days.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
"The melancholy days have come
The saddest of the year."
But buckwheat cakes and sauer kraut
Will help to bring us cheer.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
A Stinging Answer.
may concern that the followine de
New Method Parent So you be- scribed estray animal was taken up by
lieve still in the rod by way of de- u.mitt isaacks, Las Graces, N. M.
One 5 year old cow. weighs
veloping children?
Teacher I believe It about 700 lbs.
Branded
Is the natural way to make them
'
On right ribs
smart.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed bv ownr nn nr
Merely a Suspicion.
before March 24. '11. said data beinsr in
, 'If so many noblemen who come days after last appearance of this ad
over here are broke, how do thn-- vertisement, said estray will be sold
manage to get across the water?"
by this Board for the benefit of the
"Don't know, I'm aure, but I've owner when found.
aeen waiters on board
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
,
liners who had Quite an air."
Albuaueraue. N. 1
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
trans-Atlant-

Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank

writ-tent- "

First

3

A NECESSITY

rjl

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom !t
"I only read the first line, then I nay concern that the
following
decided that It would be a waste of
estray animal was taken up bv
time to read the balance of the book." Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
t:
One bay mare 8 or 10
"What was it?"
" "First get your thousand.' "
years old.
Branded
On left Jaw
Too
Far.
Going
doare
on
earth
you
"John, what
On left shoulder
y
ing; ? called Mrs. Qeeker to her spouse,
who was thumpingand
poundlnar
Branded
aweartnar In the cellar.
On left hip
"Didn't you tell me to shake down
Branded
the furnace?" he asked.
On left shoulder
"Yes, but you needn't shake down
,
Said animal
J
the house."
"ouS uuKnown to this
Board. nnlPB niain.
.on
before March
w oemg io
i . '
dv
A Natural Excuse.
"" appearance of this ad- did
not
czar
the
visit
wonder
T
why
' v""
" 08 . SO10.
Finland In his journey?" said the loyal oy this Board for Mia
wnen
Russian to hla friend.
"""aCATTLE round.
SANITARY BOARD.
"I guess," replied the other, "because
he's pretty much like other men."
lrst pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14,
"What has that to do with It?"
'n.
"Naturally he didn't care to see his
finish."
Notice is hereby given to whom It
tmt.'ern rnor tho
Conepuez the Count.
j
estray animal was taken up by
Qeraldine Farrar says: "Out upon scribed
J as. A. Laffertv. Rii.har,,
xr
counts!"
One 'red mottlefaced cow,
And hands them a jar and a slam,
vtii o ivu mocueracea
calf, both
By 'telling the world: "You. can take
It from me'
H
on left ribs
it
That a count never is worth a mo..
Safd snlmol
Atn
.
ment of any girl's time."
uuuiuwu
io
lais
fnmAji .vy owner on or
'Rnnrn nntiu. vuuuiivu
before March 24, '11. said date
being 10
GOOD REASON.
appearance of this ad"w
vertisement, said estray
will be . Bold
..
w .u
bV tinla T? n a
i
owner when found.
. UATTLE SANITARY
BOARD

PERSONAL
SECRETS FOR WOMEN Send 2c
stamp for catalog of Special Rubber Goods Remedies and Toilet
Necessities. Palrbank Supply House
Dept. 389 D, 60 Wabaaih avenue,
Ch'cago, HL

1

ID YOU EVER slop to think that every family
should have.The Optic as part of its equip-

'
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the fnllnwlno- de
scribed, estray animal was taken up by
waner uoieman, Elk, N. M.
One brown filly.
Branded
i
"
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal beln? linlrnnnrn tn thf.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24 n. said
in, m
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

To-wi- t:

For Rent

No.
No.
.No.'
No.

IS

pub. Mar. 14, '11.

To-wi- t:

The prize-fight(just regaining consciousness after being hit by an autof 100 MONTHLY and expenses to trav- mobile) I was knocked out all right,
el and distribute samples for big all right, but I'd like to have a return
S. match.
manufacturer.
Steady work.
Scheffer, Treasurer, P 389, Chicago.

No. 1
Na 3
No. 7
No. 9

OPTIC

LAS VEGAS

-

-

i.

pub. Mar. 3,

THE

To-wl-

Number, Main 2.

WANTED

old.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom U
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
t:
One bay stallion.
Branded
ij
On left shoulder
fl
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal beimr unknown tn thu
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this
said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, tf. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

FORCE OF HABIT.

:

191 1

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up bv
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One brown filly 2 years
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PULPIT

VI

FADS AND
FASHIONS.

:and:

Choir Loft

BASEBALL

9

NOTES

Nice dope of Manush's hitting is
Martin," Tex. The
coming from
young Giant looks good.
Chris Mahoney, aa extra outfielder
with the Boston Red Sox Is also said
to be a clever pitcher.
The World's Champions look good
to repeat this season, now that Jack
Coombs Is in line again.
Hugh Jennings Is trying out Gainer
and Nees, two youngsters, for the
first base position with the Tigers.
If the school children of St. Louis
attain a certain grade ot scholarship
they will be given free tickets to
the Browns games.
The Washington team will hit the
rattlers some this season. According
to the American League schedulo
McAleers "'hopes will travel 10,058

San Miguel National Bank

New York, March 11. Contrary to way. between elbow and hand In
'Dredlction of Paris fashion ex meaningless manner, as if the dress
the
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
'
that the new season would be maker had forgotten to do something
perts
CONCEPTION-drl- an
Raheyrolle, one of eccentricities and freaks, noth-In- with it.
Some of the new silks are wonder
11 ret n
mo,-" particularly phantastic or freak.
a. m.; ewona mass
ish
be noticed in the spring ful and the border designs t,ro excould
w
10
a.
m.
.
Sunday school in English models
sent to this country by the iedingly rih and beaur,t.:i. The
nd Spanish at 3 p. m., in
Spanish at
1:30 p. m. Roaary and benediction noted fashion houses in Paris. Aside cc'ors are weirdly unlike the ordinary
and
from the harem skirts and the ap familiar reds, blues, browna
or the blessed sacrament at 7:30
p,
as ribbons and trimmings
parently increasing vogue of the un- - greens, but
.
designed to match them by the kind
vmeuium ior English speaking corseted figure,In nothing very radical
of the manufacturer, no
forethought
of
is
these
samples
apparent
wumren on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and on
be
will
body
put to any trouble. The
eaturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak- spring fashion. Of course, there will pinks have a luscious,
unfruity sugges
some
.
be
but
eccentric
costumes,
vui.ureo on rnuraday 4 p. m., and
less present signs fall, It is going to tion, inclining to purple. The purples,
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
be possible during the coming spring on the contrary, incline to blue, and
bluea to gray. The brown shades are
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 80R and summer seasons to be extremely
most wonderful of all, and range from
fastidiouschic and at the same time
ROWS Roy. Paul Gilberton.
pastor.
palest biscuit and ocry to a rich nut miles. t
first mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun ly conservative.
brown. Green is a particularly chic
Umpire Jack Stafford has quit the
The tailor mades and the dressy
uay excepiea. Second mara 8:30,
color, but it Is too strong for a full Eastern League and joined the "rah
sermon in EngUsh, hymns rendered coat and frork costumes, made after
costume, and its use will be con- rahs. He has. been engaged to umpire
by the children under the direction French patterns, show considerable fined chiefly to
trimmings and to CO college games during the coming
or the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass variety, though among the plainer
hate.
season.
tailor mades there Is a montonous
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in
Broad toques of dark blue etamlne
In the Carolina League Joe Jack
Spanish.
rom 3 to 4 Sunday school At 4 similarity in line. The short, loose straw,
dotted
now with Cleveland, is known
with
minutely
white,
son,
.
Tl
J ,
or the Blessed Sacra coat of hip length and the short gracefully draped and finished witn as the "Shoeless Wonder. Joe used
iMucuon
skirt ranging from two a full white or dark
straight
ment. At the New Mexico
are to be a pitcher and always worked
aigrette,
Hospital
In
&
ior the Insane masB every fourth to two and a half yards
nov- in his stocking feet.
the
among
millinery
width are the usual things, but of elties.
straws woven to
Sunday by the pastor.
The new clubhouse of the Chicago
Soft,
supple
course trimming details do give the
Imitate knitted wool, either plain or Cubs will cost 2,600 and not $14,000
models Individuality, and occasionally
more often striped, are extremely as was first reported. No chickens
FIRST
METHODIST EPISCOPAL one
Bees a definite departure from
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
popular. Straw nowadays is aa sup- will be allowed In the new building.
WITH THE F1GHTER8
tional avenue, Hi. C. Anderson, pastor. the rule. Short walsted back effects ple as silk or mousseline, and a curi
For the first time in a dozen years
are common among the coats, the
ously soft canvas straw is folded, or more the Boston Nationals will
Sunday school at 9:45. Sermon by
ine pastor at 11. Junior League at 2:30 line being usually defined by trim plaited or draped as easily and as issue season tickets. The price ot
ming rather than by a distinctly gracefully as a silk handkerchief. the little books has been set at $50 a
P. m.;
Epworth League at 6:30; short
Bartley Connelly is running a fight
walsted cut, and sometimes the These supple straws, In lizard green, toss.
In Portland, Me., and getting
club
evening preaching service at 7:30.
A cordial Invitation la extended to front too shows the shortened waist cerise, crimson and dark blue are
Birmingham, Falkenberg, Joss, De- - his share of the good performers.
draped from the forehead In rajah Mott, Blanding, Griggs, Mitchell, 01
all who have no other place of woi line.
Champion Wolgast and Owen Mo- The fine twill serges in dark blue or Indian style, the small point above sen, Marshall and Doane of the
ran have been offered a $12,600 purse
ship to attend divine services at this
are dominant, as they always are In the brow ornamented and inset with Cleveland team are all former col to
church.
box in Juana, Lower California.
the spring, and one of the deepest a triangular piece of oriental or viv- lege players.
The latest new blow In the boxing
of these blues, raven, for example, idly colored embroidery picked out
the former big game is the ' moiar snap, it was
Billy Hamilton,
baptist CHURCH. Corner Main trimmed
in black braidings and per- with gold and silver beads.
avenue and Sixth street.
league star, has resigned as manager used in Boston recently when Kla
Cherry-colore- d
a
of the Haverhill team, and accepted Wilson fastened his teeth on Joe
velvet, cherry-colo- r
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; morning haps little black satin or molree, is
as
cherry-colore- d
smart
ed
as
can
and
one
and
serviceable
a
wings
feathers,
position as scout for the Boston Na Steins ear. The inventor has been
service 11:00 a. m.; B. Y. P. U., 6:30
choose.
Finely woven firm woolens employed with all black and white tionals,
blacklisted.
p. m.; evening service, 7:30 p. m
Pitcher Jess Baker of the White
Dr. Prank H. H. Roberts will occupy In black with hair lines of white striped hats are a feature In the
and just a trace of lustre in their novel headgear, inasmuch as the pref Sox says his best fooler Is the "Fog
the pulpit morning and evening.
are a Trifle Sensitive
If
are being made up into ex ty tint conveya an
surfaces
impression of Ball. Years ago Miller, the "Fog About Yousize of
1 no puduo is
the
your shoes, it's some
cordially Invited to
warmth
cold
white
a
Horn
that
upon
day
catcher, performed in the m' satisfaction to know that many peo
ceedingly good looking suits of the
any or all services.
more severe tailored character, and feathers and aigrettes certaintly do jor leagues, and now we have the ple can wear shoes a size smaller by
the anti
materials at their beet are eas not impart.
these
"Fog Ball pitcher.
shaking Allen's Foot-EeasST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Black
and
is
white
straw
When
septic
powder, into them. Just the
was
striped
Lee
Pitcher
ask
the
from
Wyatt
ch?ap
.national avenue and Eighth street. ily distinguished
thing for Dancing Parties, Patent
black and white stripe woolens with one of the novelties for early spring, ed why so many wonderful minor Leather
Rev. J. S. Moore, paste.
Shoes, and for Breaking in
the stripes being an inch or so wide league twlrlers fall in the big show,
of
moderate
which
manufacturers
the
New Shoes. When rubbers or over
Second Sunday in Lent, March 12,
and
coarse
of
braid.
Red
is
fav
the
he remarked:
"Its this way. They shoes become necessary
made tailored models
and your
Holy Communion 7:30; Sunday school priced ready
orite color for trimming these, and find their fast balls a mite too slow, shoes pinch, Allen's Foot-Eas- e
so much.
are
give
doing
9:45; morning prayer and sermon
Sold Everywhere, 25c.
blue p'.rlped it is used in bands, rolls, knots and and their slow ones just a bit too Instant relief.
a
dark
is
Quite
popular
11:00. Lenten services dally, except
Sample FREE. Address, Allen &
these
hats are toque fast.
In white hairlines, and black ss.yes shoux. All
Olmeted, Le Roy, N., Y. Don't accept
straw
wound
Monday, 4:15. Addresses each day ot
the
and
shaped,
being
any substitute.
very fine twill and high quality
the .
'
MIGHT.eE DEAD TODAY
except Saturday.
axa. being iad mor than '.hay usual draped, always, however, keeping
of
for
tfnes
the stripes.
Garden City, Kan. In a letter from
,.TtoBrcll la 'open" dally "pH- ly are for spring trottla sm's. Sou.m Fur, used
Warning to Railroad Men
as it has been on tha Mrs. James Hammer, of this city, she
vate prayer and meditation.
Lookout for severe and even dan
very good looking models lu black winter hats in wide
encircling bands, says, "I firmly believe that I would gerous kidney and bladder trouble reserge are enlivened by big soft drap- has been found so
that not be alive today, If it were not for sulting from years of railroading.
CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN
ed revers and sailor collars of striped women are loath to becoming
with It and Cardui. I had been a sufferer from Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St., Fort
part
J. Wilburn Rose, Pastor. Services black and white
lustrous
silk, the
It is quite probable that fur will conInd., was many years a conheld in A. 0. U. W. hall, on Eighth black ground with hair lines or very
womanly troubles all my life, until I Wayne,
ductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
to
tinue
to
be
on
extent
some
used
found that great remedy. I feel that "Twenty years of railroading left my
street, between Douglas and Lincoln. narrow whit stripes being rather kats for
early spring wear.
I can't praise it too highly." Are you kidneys in terrible condition. There
Teaching service. 10 a. m.; preach- - .more chic than the black and white
d
hair ornaments are a woman,
in 11 a. m. Junior Christian Endeavor broader alternating stripes which much
suffering from some of the was a continual pain across my back
affected this winter by both
hips and my kidneys gave me
3 p. m. Y. P. S. of C. E. 6:30 p. m. threaten to become very
troubles, to which a woman Is pecu- and
common, old and
much distress, and the action of my
young women. They are parCarliable?
music
If
not
m.
so,
why
Special
try
Preaching 7:30 p.
bladder was frequent and most painthough they are seen in the collars ticularly effective In dark or in gray liarly
dui, the woman's tonic? You can rely ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
The public cordially Invited.
and cuffs and some of the Imported hair.
on Cardui. It la purely vegetable, Pills and the first bottle made a wonr
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
improvement and four bottles
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
perfectly harmless, and acts gently derful me
weaves of the basket,
cured
completely. Since being
but surely, without bad
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas homespun and tweed sorts are used,
ROOSEVELT .AT JACKSON
cured I have recommended Foley Kid'Twill help you. Ask your druggist ney Pills to many of my railroad
avenue and Tenth street
chiefly in mixed colors, and there Is
Jackson, Miss., March 11. Citizens
11
friends." O. G. Schaefer and Red
One
at
sermon
ratine.
and
of
Morning worship
very lightweight
of Jackson regardless of political afDo you know that of all the minor Cross Drug Co.
o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday hears a great deal from Frencn filiations joined in the
hearty wel- ailments colds are by far the most
Bchool session at 9:45 a.N m. Young sources about a pronounced revulsion come
who dangerous? It is not the cold itself
Col.
given
Roosevelt,
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
from the black, black and white and reached the city at an early hour this that you need to fear, but the serious cough remedy I ever used as it quickPeople's Society at 7 p. m.
tri
The church extends a most hearty somber tones and the impending
that had
morning and departed for New Or- diseases that it often leads to. Most ly stoped a severe cough W.
Kuhn,
invitation to all people. Strangers umph of clear and riotous color.
me," says J.
leans immediately after luncheon. of these are known as germ diseases. long troubled
The fichu is certainly a pronounced Governor Noel and Senator John Pneumonia and consumption are Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
and sojourners In the city especially
them. Why not take Cham surely it acts in all cases of coughs,
feature of summer frock models this Siliarp Williams assisted in hie enter- among
welcome.
berlain's
Cough Remedy and cure your colds, la grippe and lunsr trouble. Reseason, thouglh it often takes the tainment
cold
while
CoL
you can? For sale by all fuse substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
forenoon.
the
during
SOCIETY, form of a deep collar at the back,
Red Cross Drug Co. .
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
druggists.
was
Roosevelt
taken
for
ride
about
a
eirect
Regular services every Sunday morn- the fronts crossing in surplice
adthe
city and later delivered an
fichu
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even- in fichu fashion. These huge
dress before the commercial club.
mull
embroidered
of
O.
R.
made
In
C.
hall, collars
ing at 8 o'clock
and of chiffon are used particularly
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
THE PROPER COURSE
on the new foulards, the veiling and
Douglas new frocks having usually round or
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Information of Priceless Value to
avenue and Ninth Btreet, J. S. Raisin, slightly square necks.
Every East Las Vegas Citizen
The square neck bids fair to be
rabbi.
if
summer
this
point
signs
sermon
Friday
every
popular
Services and
the new shirt
How to act in an emergency ia kowl- of
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chil aright. Many
in
email
these
squares
have
waists
Satur
edge of inestimable worth, and this is
dren and Sabbath school every
by All Who Inves- a round opening, the necK particularly true of the diseases and Endorsed and Recommended
of
stead
10
o'clock.
at
day morning
Merit. IT SAVES MEN
being trimmed With bands of lace ills of the human body. If you suffer
or embroidery Insertion mitered at with backache, urinary disorders,, or
FROM DRINK
the corners. For a neck of this sort any form ot kidney trouble, the adall
the material is not cut away at
vice contained in the following state- Tbe
Neal internal treatment A Guaranteed Contract
I
at. the sides or at front and back. ment will add a valuable asset to
cures
tha periodical, occasional
too
If it is, the square will be much
your store of knowledge. What could or moderate drinker tha habitual A
low for smartness and good taste.
guaranteed bond and contract
be. more convincing proof of the effiand
nerthe
drinker
an'd
excessive
When the bands of Insertion have
is
given each Jpatient agreeing to
ciency of Doan's Kidney Pills than
been laid around the opening, com the statement of East Las
to
drink
who
has
vous
a perfect cure or refund the
mart
effect
citiVegas
ing up close to the edge at front, zens who have ben permanetly cured? to keep from
becoming
money at the end of third day.
back and sides, the little triangular
takes away
Mrs. Sanford North, 915 Jackson more nervous.
It
pieces at the corners are snipped
A Modern Treatment
You don't have to' boil the out, which leaves a very becoming Ave., East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: all inclination to drink, all desire
"In view of my experience with Doan's and craving for drink by neutraluse
neck
opening.
square
Sunny
when
clothes
you
at the Center
continue to follow the jKldney Pills' Procured
Sleeves
izing the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
Monday laundry soap. Hard noacQTir
ana
TViia la
"
linos
hnniP
blood of Cure for the drinkl habit; it is
Th P "c stat3" system and ridding the
water, soft water, cold water,
In one, without a a 8telnS
all
cut
are
sleeve
the most modern and perfect of
hnt water all look alike to seam at the armhole. This fnnhlnn mem i gave iwo ana a u yemo the poison by a rapid process of known treatments, originated by
it does lends itself charmingly to the pres- ago telling the merits of Doan's Kid elimination leaving the drinker in
Sunny Monday, and
and ladministered by
with
well
any ent manner of trimming in long ney Pills was correct in every parti the same normal condition he was a physician,
its work equally
It never
ohvsicians.
In
exoerienced
taken
cular
have
I
and
pleasure
in before tasting liquor, so far as
lines, and the bodices this season are
one of them.
when- since
them
then,
fails.
recommending
seen
more
conand
the effect of alcohol may be
youthful than
Sunnv Monday is white prettier
in many years. However, one cannot ever an opportunity has been present cerned all appetite
for drink
and contains no rosin, but, in say the name for th lower edee of ,ed.
Call, write or phone 321 for free
a
he new man.
dirt-start- er
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 gone and
the sleeve. Never was anything uglier
stead," a marvelous
book and copy of contract; Neal
Co., Buffalo
No
this "present style, that is neith- cents. Foster-Milbuthan
cavps
aiiu
Injections
wwi
Hypodermic
time,
suiYi
Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
W ill
er short enough to display the curve New York, sole agents for the United
on clothes.
ef
The Neal internal treatment
Albuquerque, N. M. All com'
of the forearm nor long enough to j States.
andj:ear
in
cure
three
a
Remember the name Doan's and fects perfect
days munications strictly confidential,
reach the wrist. The absolutely loose.
xhenTTcTaTrbank company ungathered sleeve end bangs half take no other.
Bank references given.
without hypodermic injections.
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

You Will Endorse
Our

savings bank, because our financial condition
in every way. We guarantee you
on
all
security
your deposits. Why don't you open
is satisfactory

A Savings Account
With us? One dollar will

be sufficient to start you
in the right direction. If you get the habit of depositing, as most all do, you'll soon have a goodly
amount to your credit.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK

.

$!

,

QdOO
GROSS, KELLY

&

CO.

(Inooporated)

,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealers In

WOOL, HIDES

and PELTS

BAIN WAGON- S- RACINE VEHICLES-- SS

Mill

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

e,

Retail Prices:- -

2Qe par 100 lbs.
aaeh
to
2,000
dllvsry,25o par 1SO lb.
lb.,
lb,
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, each delivery, 30o per 100 Iba.
SO lbs., to 200 Iba, each delivery 40o per 100 lbs.
'
Leas than 60 fbe., each delivery, 50a per 100 lbs.

lbs, or mors, sacl deHvsry,

2,000
1,000

.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors otf Natural Ice, the purity sad
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

Steel-studde-

;

ANT Ads
Are Best

suits-Roughe-

after-effect-

A LIQUOR CURE

Without a Failure

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper f want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of . usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

tigate Its
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J
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Specia Trade

For the

Brandies Whis keys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

O. H. Mumms &'JCo.

ot Bourbon and

Pommery i
GreatWeste
Saaterners
Virginia Dare

Rye, so we have
your brand.

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Nierateiner

v

17

Apple Brandy
Apricot Brandy

.5 Stars

California Brandy

Different Brands

Claret

jmrsteiner
White
Port Wine
Jao
and
Port
Sherry
Imported
,

GDP IE IBM
C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

1

11

No long waits

SPADING FORKS

Old Crow sold over

Euffet

Large Size 15 Cents
Medium Size, Each 10 Cents

LUDW1G Wn. ILFELD

tomorrow

Phones Main 379.

at

10 o'clock

Buffet.

"Cuba on Wheels," the exposition
car on the side rack near the Santa
her home on Sixth street by illness, Fe station, offers to its risitors a
comprehensive glance at the orchards
Mrs. Davis, ladles' tailored and
and manufactories of the island regowns.' 1017 Tilden- Telephone public. Specimens of the handiwork
Main 357.
of the people of the island end of the
fruits that grow in their orchards are
and sign shown in profusion. Cuban clothing,
Automobile, carriage
painting by a practical painter. 429 cigars and pictures of famous people
Grand avenue.
of the Island also are plentiful. Many
batrelics of the Maine, the
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberta will preach
tleship, are on exhibition in the car
morning and evening tomorrow at the and attract much attention from visFirst Baptist church.
itors. A trip to "Cuba on Wheels" is
Mrs. Vera Rathburn Is confined to

-

i

(L

ill-fat-

Timothy Hay

well worth taking.
Chicken dinner with pineapple sher
bet at the White Kitchen Sunday, 25c.
City Engineer George E. Morrluo
Fish every day during Lent.
la still busily engaged in making surfor the Laa Vegas sewer system.
The seats for the play and con veys
He is rushing his work to as rapid a
cert given by the Cathollo ladles are
as possible and expects to
now on sale at Murphey's. and Schae- - completion
done probably some time next
get
fefs.
week. As soon as Mr." Morrison is
to report the council will hold
Ben Lewis, who left for the east re- ready
a meeting and take action leading tocently, to buy the spring and summer ward
early beginning of sewer
stock for The Hub, la quite sick in
a St Louis hospital.
The first baseball of the season will
The usual Christian church services
at
be played tomorrow afternoon
will be held tomorrow morning and
Amusement park. A number of canevening. Pastor's subject In the didates for
positions on the Maroons
evening, "Christianity and Reform.
and a team made up of promising
amateurs will play a practl03
At the Odd Fellows meeting on young
if the weather Is favorable.
game
Monday night there will be work In Practice will be held every Sunday
the first degree, followed by; a lunch
for some time and in the
The attendance of all the members afternoon
several good games will
spring
early
is expected.
matched between local team's.

White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
?AND

"01

PRIDE FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

Miss Laura Nelson found the misspelled word In the Graaf Dry Goods
store advertisement In last night's
Optlo and as a reward received 50
cents In trade.

131

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the Normal University, has accept
ed an invitation to deliver the com
mencement address to the graduating
class of the Santa Fe high school on
the evening of May 26.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
IIALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

PLANT NOW
BULBS, 15c each,

162,

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby glvei to all tax
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable property. Those failing to do so within the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the com
piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent will be Imposed on those
who fall to make returns.
Unpleasant weather took the place apr 30
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
of the other variety today. The wind
blew continually, chasing clouds back
PLAIN AS DAYLIGHT.
and forth across the face of the sun.
About the time people decided it was
cold enough for wraps the sun would
come out and the temperature would
begin to go up. Then clouds would
come up, a few flakes of snow would
fall and the wind would feel uncom
fortably cool. Snow or rain Is pre
dicted for tomorrow.

Tennis is promising to be a popular
sport here this summer. Already sev
eral enthusiasts are planning to y
the game. A lack of good courts
Is In existence In La3 Vegas at pres
ent but that near the Catholic par
sonage likely will be put In order
soon, as several people are going to
use It. Neighborhood tennis clubs
are being formed In some parts of
the city and this will result in the
making of two or three more courts.

;Catfish,s
.Baricuda.

t'-

SUCH AS

Halibut
Sea Bass

Yellow

fedSnapper.Croppies
Salmon,
Oysters,

Smelts
Crabs, etc.

Smoked
Bloaters
White Fish
Salmon
Halibut
Fennan Haddie, etc.

i5c Per Quart
50c Per Gallon

New Norway Mackerel)
Cod Fish

Salt Hemng. etc.
Also Canned Fish of all Kinds.

Prospective Boarder But I can't see
how a lean dog ean signify that you
keep a good table.
Farmer Why, it's plain as daylight,
neighbor. You see, we allow the boarders to eat so much that there are no
craps left for the dog.
The Bread She Made.
She waa a cook from Cookville,
And her husband oft displayed
Els pride In her because her bread
Waa not like mother made.

to be able to live yery economically."
"Why ought she?"
"Doesn't she get everything for a
song?"

;
-

.

flarrn

Rabbits, etc.

Graaf &s Hay ward Go. Store

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

1.1

STEARNS

They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.
They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

SEE SHOW WINDOW

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

Get Our Prices and We Will Get Your Business
A GREAT SHOWING OF SPRINO RUGS
We sell a good 9X12 Axminster Rug for $20 and so on

J.

C.

JOHNSEN

SON

&

Wholesale

5CREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

cSls LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Phone Main 2 1

.

,

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Pis ti e d W a t e r
11

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Oh!

"Spends all his time spotting
.....
... . ,
ple." .;;

"Detectlv?"

GROCER.

i

,

"No; tattooer."

'

K

peov

Peanut Butter
Vezet (dutch made) Cheese
Fertidell Shrimp (wet or
dry)

'

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

-

..

:'

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue
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Sardines in Peanut Oil
Beech-Nu- t
Currant or
Grape Jelly
and a host of other things to
tempt the appetite

Famous Shoes for Men

Don't "happen'' in but come to our store
especially to see the newly arrived Spring
Models in Bostonian Dress Shoes for gentlemen. Commanding ' styles that commend
themselves to live men. Not cheap "foot coverings'', but quality shoes, shaped by master shoe makers, who put their heart into
'

their art;

AT- -

BOUCHER'S
Z

3

Goods Called for and Delivered

Repair Work a Specialty

McMenaniin's Deviled Crabs
Ferndell Clams
Ferndell Tiny Beets
Ferndell Asparagus Tips
White Bear and Crown Sardines
Beech-N-

(The Coffee Man.)

.

V

'

and Retail

,

Star and Sea Crest Lobster

Hep Way.
"A grand opera prima donna ought

Poultry

Turkeys, Geese, Ducks
Hens, Springs,

NOW ON DISPLAY.

Good Things
to Eat

Ranch Phone 276.

LEST YOU FORGET. tVE WILL HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF
v

fade, shirts in plain or
pleated bosoms, shirts with
cuffs attached or detached

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko,

2 for 25c.

Salt Fish

Shirts in colors that will not

en-Jo-

Red, White and

Fresh Fish

05c Each

Your

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

A special service is to be conducted
In the First Baptist church tomorrow
at 2:45 p. m. The subject as previously announced, the origin', history
and destiny of Satan, will be presented from purely a scriptural point of
view. In the discussion of the sub
ject the speaker will endeavor to
show why it fa vitally important that
everyone shall understand in order
to avoid the shares and deceptions
that menace the pathway of men. All
are cordially invited to attend.

From ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the
residences In Las Vegas reached by
mail carriers in their regular rounds
have been secured signatures to the
petitions requesting that the East
Las Vegas postofflce be closed on
Sunday. At noon today but four people had been found in a canvass of
tihe entire city who would not give
their support to the plan. The petiSince water was turned into the tions will be sent to the postmaster
Agua Pura company's new reservoir general tomorrow or Monday.
in the Peterson canyon, several days
The Optlo leads, others tag.
ago. the reservoir has filled rapidly
and already the impounded water has
formed a lake of considerable proportions. The huge dam fo,i;ms one of
the points of interest adjacent to Las
Vegas and every day parties make
the trip up the canyon to view the
massive concrete structure.

In the Garden- - GLAMDBSS.Ftae
ROUS begonia ONION
SETS
In LUG Haiicp
1UU5C- - T,UBE
1

Monday and Tuesday of this week
will occur in Las Cruces the first con-

vention of women's clubs ever held
In New
Mexico. Representatives
from all the clubs in the territory
have been asked to be present. Tt is
planned to organize a state federation
of clubs in New Mexico and Mrs.
Philip N. Moore, president of the
general federation, will be present to
assist. New Mexico is the only state
not federated at present. Prominent
club women from many parts of the
territory will take part in the program and Las Cruces will offer entertainment for the visitors.

of week,

Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday we
will offer a $1.25 value in
men's shirts. All sizes from
14 tq 17, at

'

Lunch every morning

i

the balance

the bar at Long's

Home dressed chickens

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

GREENBERGER'S

SHOVELS
RAKES

at Pete Roth's.
at Long',

SPECIAL SALE AT

SPADES

at Nolette's barber

shop.

FULL OF MILK

Shirts

6.

Another windy day.

Firesfo (Zocoatnuuts

191 1

Garden Implements

LOCAL NEWS'
See farm ad, page

I

n,
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A t TA""""IGHER TS'
Next to

Wells-Farg-

o

Express Company

1.

